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Shoppers want open hours 
The majority of shoppers 
in Terrace favor 
unrestricted store hours, 
according to a poll conducted 
by the B.C. Government 
Employees Union un- 
dertsken since last week. 
Roger Davis, staff 
representstlve'fer th  union, 
8aid Voters  whose 
unrestricted hours "by a 
fairly sizable majority," so 
far. 
The pall first began on 
Friday, May 12, following an 
~ r meeting of Terrace 
council where the problem of 
ntors hours was discussed. 
Council had been prepared to 
repeal the exisitng shop 
eioalng by-law, but 'were 
~0pped by  a 
petition of local 
businessmen, 
The merchants indicated 
they were in favor of 
retaining the present by-law, 
and council halted action on 
the matter so (he two sides 
could get together to discuss 
a new by-law. 
Davis said local members 
of the BCGEU "wanted to 
respond to the petition that 
the businessmen put in." 
"No one even knew what 
the community wanted," he 
said. 
The poll has been taken en 
a small scale so far at local 
shopping centres, but this 
50-name week the efforts will be 
stepped up. 
The three choices given in 
the poll are to keep shop 
hours as they are~ to keep 
shop hours as they are ex. 
cept for K-Mart which would 
be allowed to open six days a • 
week from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., 
and unrestricted hours. 
In the first 45 minutes of 
the poll, 257 people signed 
the poll, Davis skid, with a 
strong trend toward favoring 
unrestricted hours. 
Unrestricted hours are not 
intended to force stores to 
stay open, Davis explained, 
but only to allow for a "free. 
market" situation. 
5 ~D 
The BCGEU poll will "give 
the shoppers a chance to be 
heard," he said. 
Davis will take the results ' 
of the poll to tonight's council 
meeting. 
Hospital boards 
, manipulated 
have access to that hospital 
board." 
MINISTER CONDEMNED 
.Earlier, deiegates to the 
tonventlon condemned 
Human Resources Minister 
Bill Vander Zalm's new pay- 
as-you-receive policy for 
family servleeo. 
They said coclal workers 
now will be spending more 
time doing paper work and 
debt collection instead of 
counselling. 
The delegates also passed 
resolutions coiling for in- 
creases In social assistance, 
h~indlcapped assistance and 
minoome. 
Other resolutions passed 
Sunday ineluded: 
-;Condemning rite Social 
Credit government for 
cutting back ambulance 
service in.the province; 
.--Calling for a living 
ailowanee for parents bet. 
wenn the ages of 17 and 19 
who are in need of it; 
~Allowing victims of 
criminal injuries who are 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Dennis 
Cooke (NDP--New West- 
minster) Sunday blasted 
hospital boards in BHtish 
Columbia for being 
manipulated by small in- 
tcrest groups. 
Cocke, health minister in 
the previous New 
Demanratlc Party govern- 
meat, told the party's annual 
convention that the present 
situation at hospital boards 
around the province is not a 
henithy one. 
He said the boards hould 
be elected by the people at 
"large to ensure they are 
representing all of the 
people. 
"A hospital board is open 
to domination," he said• 
"It's not regional and it's not 
in one particular 
municipality." • . 
Cooke cited the current 
, abortion controversy at 
Vancouver General Hospital 
as an example of a board's 
domination. 
He said that at present, he 
board decides who can and 
% 
can't have an abortion, dependent on income 
"It's going to b~ decided assistance to retain their 
by whoever dominates that compensation under the 
hospital board," he said. Crhninai Injuries Act and 
"It's not healthy for the not 'to have it deducted from 
hooptial business . . . our the income assistance 
whole community should payments• 
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One of the more crowded rafts in the i~aft Race Sunday• Seen here from the Kitimat 
River Bridge it'~ obvious that .the crew are starting to weary. More on the entire 
celebrations on pages 2 and 5. 
Whites evacuate from 
Zaire, soldiers stay 
KOLWEZl, Zaire (AP) • 
Belgian paratru~ps departed 
Monday, leaving this copper- 
mining centre In the hands of 
French and Zairean soldiers 
after a 3½-day evacuation of
nearly 2,500 white civilians 
who had been terrorized by 
black rebels. 
The last unit of the 
estlmated ~ 1,200 to 1,500 
Belgian troops cilmbod into 
C-130 transport planes at 
mid-ofternoon. Ma]. A. 
Couwenberg, commander of 
one Belgian battalion, said 
the troops had been ordered Impaired drivers townZl0 kliometres north to t h o f  Kamina. 
A two vehicle accident at the corner of Kalum and Lakelse on Sunday evenlng resulted in , "We're go~g, home," he • ,..,.,.., vide tapd said' and it"~apPgiffed' s°me another vehicle' hit a parked ear . , .~an,  ~h0tie nnhie hai.d6to~.~U released, is , . : . . . .  ~. wogldret~nto Belgium. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  But ~~:~:Effu~ssels, Belgian 
taken into custody and will fie charged ~;ith i~npdlr~ d~ivi~g, ,failure to provide an  Premier Leo Tindemans 
adequate br~athalyzcr sainple and dr iv ing while disqualified. V~RNON, B.C. (CP)' - that it was necessary to 
Police here took videotapes 
of at [east seven people 
during the holiday weekend, 
and six of them have been 
charged with impaired 
driving. 
Police plan to use the tapes 
of the accused performing 
balance tests as evidence 
should the cases go to trial. 
"lhe admissibility of such 
evidence, taken.at the same 
time as breath tests, has not 
yetbeen ruled on, although a 
Crown 'prosecutor and police 
in Kamloops, B.C., have said 
a similar program used by 
Kamloops RCMP two years 
ago was unsuccessful• 
RCMP Imp. Dick Ed- 
wards said that the tapes 
could only be used if the 
accumnd pleaded.guilty and 
Protesters 
arrested 
'BUsy weekend for 
Terrace RCMP 
BANGOR, 'Wash, (AP) - 
cells for being intoxicated on 
Saturday and One person 
charged with impaired 
driving: 
Early Monday morning, 10 
persons were lodged for 
being intoxicated along with 
three others who were 
picked up for drinking in a 
,public place, The three, all' 
from Prince Rupert, were 
Wednesday of$100 cash. No siphoned from its tank while 
names have been r~leasod, it was parked at the Keith 
Elker Auto Supply was hit Avenue B.C. Tel lot Mondhy. 
by vandals Friday night Police are stillinvestigating. 
when a rock was thrown A Kitimat man had a boat 
through one of the windows. " 
Sometime around mid- and motor stolen when it was 
night Saturday polic~ •left at Furlong Bay camp. 
received one complaint from site. 
.the 3300 block Pheasant and Two males were lodged in 
one from 5000 block Walsh of 
a prowler. 
Around the same time, 
police recovered a 1978 Ford 
4 X 4 three minutes aft~ it 
was reported stolen from the 
5000 block Walsh. No name 
has been released, but police 
lodged one person in the 
.police cells overnight after 
he was picked up in the 
secured the accused's 
permission before taping 
could occur, 
Vernon Crown prosecutor 
Bob .Williamsen, however, 
said tapes were not used in 
the Kamloops case because 
the judge ruled that it was an 
interception of private 
communication under the 
wiretap provisions of the 
Criminal Coda. 
That is not the case now, 
he said, adding that smpectS 
are being advised that they 
are being taped. 
Williamson said he would 
appeal to a higher court ff 
the videotape vidence is 
ruled inadmissehle. 
Attornoy-Gmerai Garde 
Gardom has said he sup- 
ports the plan to use video 
'roe U,S. Navy plans 13 'of vehicle, drunk when they rolled a 
jeep at Furlong Bay camp-' Nearly 300 demonstrators 
A.B•C. Telvehiele had site and proceeded to upset were arrested Monday after. 
they• climbed a barbed.wire 
about 30 gallons of gas the campsite, fence and gathered'on a
. grassy knoll inside' the 
"TerraCe RCMP were busy 
during the holiday wsekmd 
with stolen vehicles, ac- 
eidents, drunks and an 
iaasortmest of other crimes. 
Two truckswere stolen on 
Saturday night, one of them 
recovered at Red Sand Lake 
where it had been abandoned 
with a fist tire. The other 
truck, which apparently was 
stolen in its place, has not yet 
been recovered. 
At about 11:30 p.m.' 
Thursday night, police at- 
tended a motor vehicle 
accident on Queeusway 
which sent two persons to 
hospital. A check of the 
vehicle showed that it had 
been stolm Just prior to the 
accident, Police are still 
investigating. 
Terrace Shrystler was the 
victim of a theft Thursday 
when someone stole a four- 
barrel earborator from one 
of the vehicles in the parking 
Two dulprits were ap- 
lrehended last week and 
charged With breaking and 
entering and theft following 
a theft from Finning Tractor 
Trident nuclear submarine 
base to protest inter.national 
nuclear weaponry. 
The /demonst ra tors ,  
holding aUnited Nations flag 
and singing We Shall 
Overcome, said they were' 
trying to draw attention to 
the United Nations General 
Assembly special session on 
nuc lear  d i sarmament  
opening in New York City 
today. 
The demonstrators, wbo 
have yet to be charged, said 
earlier they planned "bail 
solldarlty"-no one will leave 
Jail on ball or personal 
recognizance until a l l  are 
released on" personal 
recognizance. 
State Patrol Sgt, R. W. 
Borshears estimated 1,0~0 
persons gathered outside the 
Trident base  Monday 
morning nnd about one-third 
of them used ladders and rug 
remnants to scale the six- 
font-high fence into' the base 
while the others cheered, 
Workers at the base en- 
tered at another' gate and 
there was ho confromtatiou 
between them and the 
protesters, 
Construction, at the $640- 
million Trident base on the 
itsap Peninsula began In 
tober, 1974, and 1he first of 
the nuclear-armed subs is 
scheduled far delivery by 
spring 1981. 
the submarines. 
In Groton, Conn., on 
Monday about 30 demon- 
stratorslinod up outside the 
Electric Boat plant o protest 
construction of Trident 
submarines there. One 
demonstrator wan arrested 
when he refused to leave 
after carrying 'a black 
coffin.shaped box through 
the plant gate. 
Fire on  .Braun's 
Fireflflhters' attended a fire Firement were unable to 
at 5269 Hepple Road en save a shed containing hay 
Braun's Islandat about 10:30 which burned own, but kept 
Tuesday morning, the fire from spreading, 
Armed 
robbery. 
FORT ST. JAMES, B.C, 
(CP) - A couple believed to 
from the United States is 
to appear in oourt today to 
face ~harges laid alter the 
robbery of a Victoria couple 
so on isolated island an 
Stuart Lake Friday. 
RCMP in this northern 
British Columbia com. 
manity said Robert Charles 
Barnieutt, 31, and his wife 
Pamela, 21, are charged 
with armed robbery and 
theft over $200. 
Const. Ron Lambert said 
the ,couple was arrested 
Sunday by RCMP officers 
using boats to search the 
shore of the lake. 
He said a couple entered 
the Island home of Robert 
Gatbereole late Friday 
night, holding him and his 
wife at gunpoint before 
taking Jewelry, three rifles 
and' an undetermined 
amount of money. 
Terrace Mini-Museum in the Chamber of Commerce Tourist Information Booth was 
officially opened Friday. Loueila Brooks, Vera Frank, Mayor Dave Mars any and 
Norms Bennett cut the ribboo. 
news •agency Tans claimed 
France and Bel~lum-baeked 
by theUnited States which 
provided transport planes to 
carry fuel and ammunition- 
are continuing an "armed 
invasion" of Zaire. 
Many of the rebels are 
former Katangan pollcemes 
who were driven into Angels 
during a secessionist 
rebellion In the 1960s, and 
who mounted a two-mco~ 
invasion of Shaba last spring " 
from the Marxist-ruled 
The Belgians and country where they were 
legionnaires drove rebel reported trained by Cubans. 
Lunda tribesmen out of this In Brussels, there was a 
copper-mining city, home In 
peacetime to 100,000 per- 
ssons, during the weekend, 
allowing the evacuation of 
whites to Europe. Most of 
them are Belgian and 
French. 
French officials say the 
rebels killed at least 170 a 
report from a returning 
refugee that Jonas Savimbi, 
leader of a Western-backed 
Angolan guerrilla movement 
that opposes the Marztlt 
governmetn, had  been 
captured in the new 8hsha 
invasion. This was staled by 
spokesman -for his 
whites in ~the siege lhat movement In LJsbea, Par-. 
~gan~May~ 13.~ " . togut." 
sa id  one'"  battiilion:."-of 
paratroops would stay .at" 
Kamina "to guarantee the 
safety" of Belgians SALISBURY (Reute~) 
remaining in Zaire's Natlonalistleader Bishop 
southeastern  Shaba Abdel Muzorewa has said 
province, reliable sources have told 
lflmat least 105 civilians died 
An.estimated 800 troops of in a battle last week between 
the French Foreign Leglou guerrillas and security 
remained here. Their forces, not 52 as announced 
commanders have said'their by military headquaters. 
mission is to pacify the 
province, known as Katanga In s statement released 
when Zaire was the Belgian Sunday night, the bishop 
Congo. The Belgian troops implied that he believes 
said they were here only to Rhodesian security forces 
evacqate civilians. Zaireao were responsible for the  
troops began" arriving~ in killings. 
large numbers ~anday. "The military eammand 
In Moscow, the Soviet said last week that the 
Civilians killed 
African trubesman atJuam 
Ungoma vlBage were caught 
in croasfire between 
government roops and 
black nationalist guerrillas, 
and that the kisngests fired 
through the crowd. 
Bishop Muzoreqa said he 
visited survivors in hospital 
and found i t  a painful ea- 
perlenee--"THE MORE 
PAINFUL BECAUSE I area 
member of the transitional 
government and this makes 
me feel morally and 
nominally responsible / fo.r 
these .ghastly deaths and 
mulmings." 
Frank Donahue, president of the Centennial Lions, Manuel Da Silva, shalrman of the 
Child Development Centre with Todd in wheelchair, Dave Pease, a Lions member, and 
Giannino Preto, chairman ofthe transportotion committee, try out the Centre's new bus. 
Lions donate bus to 
Child Developement Centre 
Terrace Centennisl Lions 
have donated $1,500 to the 
Lazelle Preschool to assist 
with operating costs and 
monthly expenses of the 
school. 
During the past year the 
Lazeile Preschc91 has been 
in seriously financial dif. 
fleulty. Last December the 
Board of the Preschool made 
the dccis~on toclose, .lout was. 
given a reprieve by the 
Department of Human 
Resources in an 
arrangement fora different 
funding scheme. 
Since that time the 
Preschool has been able to 
, operate on a break ev.en 
basis, but were in still great 
~Ufficulty due to an ac- 
cumulated debt. 
The generous donation 
from the Centennial Lions 
gives the "Preschool the 
prospect of a bright future. 
The Lazeile Preschool was 
established in1971 under the 
sponsorship of the Terrace 
and District Christian 
Council for Social. Resour- 
can, During those years a 
number of community 
groups have made sub. 
stantial contributions to the 
Preschool. The School is 
designed for children, ages 
three to five, in order to 
provide them with an 
enriched learning en- 
vironment. The unique 
feature of the Lazelle 
Preschool is its ability to 
accomodate children with 
special needs. At present 
there is an enrollment of 
forty-six children. 
Parents interested in 
enrolling their cldldren in 
September should contact 
Mary McNairney, at the 
Lazclle Preschool, 6S5-7918. 
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At the half wa~/ mark of the ten mile Alean Mini-marathon Trevor Whittaker, right, leads.PaulSiml'Jns by about 
I00 yards. The two finished in that order bat with a 'full minute between them. 
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Eric Lasanen of Kitlmat took ~1~ m~,rathou ~ith a 
different twist, Eric is an arm rr~l.country ski bull 
and eho~e to use his summer/raining skis to ra,'~ lie 
finished, but not ,n the ,,,.n~.t. 
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Kitimat Booming Contractors raft entering the last leg of the Raft Race. The raft won, as the last four years it has done. 
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Eur. ocan entered this raft which came a respectable second place in the Delta King Raft Race. Here they ~ter  the 
last leg of the race. 
Be suFe and  
catch Story 
d ° ' . 
more pictures 
on page 5 
Lead singer for 'Windjammer' rocks the crowd at Mount Elizabeth Secondary School 
with about 500 to 600 youths dancing and prancing around the gymnasium. 
In anticipation of the rafts some spectators take part in a little fishing, 
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• "~' ' '.,., , i ,  ', was  made and shakes 
~,~, ,... ..:..... '~,.. ,,~.... " .':~"~'~,. ., were split. 
A hole was dug at Hart Farm 
for construction f a new 
generator shed, 
Outside of the bunkhouse at
the farm, a new fire escape 
~.:-~ , " ~,',~.~, ~,~,~ ,,, What  Wor ld  Leaders 
~+ ":. ".~',-,; ,, ,~ , /~  ' Are  Say ing  ,.~ ,~:,, . . . .  . ~." /~ ~.  
• .~.~ "~ ~;~. .~.~.  Society .has five • basic obli- 
~"~B ~ ~ ° ~'~/ :~l~ t  ,~. gations to business, uggested 
i~"  ~"~ ~i~,~y.~.%,..~,~, Gulf Oil's board chairman, 
Jerry McAfee recently: 
A crew of five to eight youths planted 50,000 trees for the Forestry Service under the Skeena Youth Works Incent ive 
Progrkm. 
Youth Work Program pay, soft 
One of the functions of the 
• Youth Works lnc4ntive 
Program is to show the out of 
school teenagers that work 
can be satisfying. 
"The idea behind this if to 
get these kids so tired they 
can't go out and.terrorize," 
Young said. "Wh~e the 
regular school system seems 
to fail, this seems to be 
working. They come to work 
every day and they enjoy it." 
"Some of the kids in the 
program are hard-core,"'be 
said, "kids who havm't had 
any home life for years." 
The work supplies the 
youths with job skills, and 
the DHR worker, Sidney 
Edwards, goes so far as to 
take the youngsters out to fill 
out job application, a first for 
many of the 5oys, 
Young said he is hoping to 
place the youn~ste~ through 
the lo0.al PREP office after 
the 10-munth program is 
completed. In fact, two of 
the boys have already got 
jobs. 
Most of the youngsters 
involved in the program 
have been out of school for at 
least a year• 
"I'm not supplying a route 
out of school," Young stated, 
10ut instead the program. 
offers an alternative for 
youngsters who will not go 
back to school and have little 
chance of getting a job. 
One boy was even en- 
oouraged to take a carpentry 
course, at Northwest  C0m-  
munity College as a result of 
the program. 
Young still has several 
more projects planned for. 
the youths and the work at 
Hart Farm is still in 
progress, 
Employers in-town who 
have a need for a worker for 
a" day up to a month can 
employ one of the youths 
through an arrangement 
with the Job Creation 
Branch who will pay part of 
the wages, 
For more information a 
this, contact Joe Young at 
635-4931, local 55, 
Eight youngsters learned 
how to plant trees this 
month.butmore importantly 
they learned an alternative 
to hanging around street 
corners and getting into 
' trouble. 
The tree planting was just 
one activity of the Skeena 
Youth Works Incentive 
Program, a co-operative 
effort between the sch~ml 
board, probation department 
and Department of Human 
Resources in Terrace to 
work with youths between 
the ages of 14 and 17 who are 
out of school and have gotten 
into trouble with the law. 
"One of the aims of the 
program is to reduce 
juveni le de l inquency, '  
explained Joe Young, co- 
ordinator of the program, as 
well as teaching unskilled 
youths good work habits, 
The program began in 
January with a $128,000 
grant from the Job Creations 
Branch of the Canada 
Employment Centre which 
pays theyouogsters salaries 
as well as two adult foremen. 
"~'*•';',~ ~:~:.~,...' ~. ~ ,~T 1. Set rules that are clear 
• ..-~ ,-,,~:.,, . ,,. ~.~,. and consistent, .,..,,.,,. , .~  ~-,~.~..-~'~ 
" '~  .. . .  ' " -~~,-'.~'~",~,,c 2. Keep the rules within ~, ~ - ,   *~. ,¢ ,  . 
~, ,,~,,, ~..., :2~;;-,~. ...... " the bounds  of technical feasi- 
.~.~,~ ~: , . .~  . . . . . .  ~ bility. 
~ ' "~; : '~ '  -~' ~' ~"~:~ 3, Make sur~ the rules are 
- .,~, -~ .,:,~,, : . . ~~,~,: . economically feasible, and re- 
cognize that society itself 
must  be prepared to pay the , 
cost--not only of their ira-' 
pigmentation by  business but 
their admin is t ra t ion  by  
government. 
4. Make  the rules prospec- 
tive, not retroactive. 
5. Make  the  rules goal- 
setting, not  procedure-pre- 
scriblng--tell us what  to do, 
not how to do it." 
Young is employed by the 
school hoard and the 
Department . of Human 
Resources provides s child 
care worker. 
The youths' start at 
"minimum wage and if they 
show progress can make up 
to ~3;75." 
Mast are working at Hart 
Farm right now redoing the 
outdoor, facilities. The 
basement of the lodge has 
been dug out and replaced 
and the bottom floor of the 
• main Bunk house has been 
converted for use as a 
classroom for the school 
district's outdoor education 
program. 
There is also a shop behind 
the school hoard offices 
where the youths learn basic 
carpentry jolaery, electrical 
drafting and small mgine 
mechanics. 
The tree planting project 
begaa at ,the end of April 
when Yotmg put lna bid for a 
Forestry Service contract at " 
Camp Creek, about 14 miles 
up Kalum Lake Road, 
• A crew of five to eight 
youngsters planted 50,00¢ 
trees, about 600 a day each 
once they got the hang of it. _ 
' . . . .  
• Inside of the Bunkhouse is being made ready for 
chang ing  into  a c lass room.  
The ,moose  is the laroest  member of the deer family. 
Some say carrying a spider keeps one safe from disease• 
If you reside in Te aoe or 
Thornhill anddo nothave 
a paPer carrier. 
we have a 
SPECIAL OFFEI 
ON SliBSeRiPTiOHS 
FOe VOUZ 
F 
PHOHE 
636,6367 
% 
YOUI¢ SPI S 
Toyota has a Liftbackto set your spirits soaring above the 
everyday.And yet, with down to earth features and priceS, so that 
ownin~ your perfectToyota is no fantasy. It's as easy as coming 
in to your Toyota dealer's showroom. 
The Corolla Liftback: Pizazz and practicality inone neat. 
. package• 
Corolla comes with a 1600 cc engine or an economical, gutsy 
1200 cc engine that can really do the job. Estate wagon design, 27,7 
cu. ft.Of usable rear cargo sp~ce, full carpeting, split-back fold 
down rear seit, MacPherson strut front suspension ~lus a complete 
(and we mean complete) range of standard features. 
On the 1600.model, a 3 speed automatic transmission i 
is an available option. 
t 
The Cel ica Liftb.ack: Motor Trend's 1978 Import Car of the Year. 
'iq3ere are two aerodynamic models to choose from, the STand 
the GT, ST models come wi.'th floor mounted 3 speed automatic transmis- 
sion, AM/FM radio, full fabric upholstery, elegant simulated wood- 
grain steering wheel instrument panel and shift knob, plus many, many 
more standard features. 
, . GTs come standard with 5-speed overdrive transmission, AM/FM 
multiplex stereo radio, leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, 
fully adjustable driver's eat with a special lumbar support feature and 
a host of other features. Optiofis include power steering and a sunroof, 
Lift off. 
What are you waiting for? Come into yourToyota dealer and test 
TOYOTA HFFBACK$.  BM. 
III 1 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 
4916 Highway 16, West Motor Dealer Number DOO449A 
t 
Phone 635-6668 
i 
I 
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EDITORIAL 
One of the saddest sights is surely having to 
witness the parting of two loved ones-whether it 
he at the graveside, a hospital bed, or even a 
railway staion in wartime. It is even sadder, 
however, when the parting is one-sided. 
Such an example comes to mind, of the oc- 
casion I was forced by accident to witness 
sometime ago, when I met a trapper who was 
trying to abandon a sled dog that had grown too 
Loving the Unloved 
valiantefforts to keep going toward her master, 
even as she was dying. 
The loyalty of a. dog to its owner is so 
established in the history of man, it ne~ds no 
further embellishment here. 
The loyalty of man to his fellow man is not so 
consistent, although there are famous examples 
that have come to us down through the ages.  
In this computerized, technological age, 
not stop walking alongside a boy whom she liked 
but who did not feel the same way about her-the 
gang of boys all turned on her and pelted her with 
snowballs, until she gave up, only to follow from 
afar. 
Geraldine eventually pursued, and marr ied a 
tall, skinny youth. It  was a sad marr iage,  but 
Geraldine was happy to enjoy the company of the 
man she loved-no matter  how he treated her. 
old in the harness. The man was leaving for his 
trapline, and the aged husky felt •compelled to
follow, and kept trying to take her place as lead 
dog in the five-dog team. 
At first the trapper waved and shouted and 
cursed. The~dog, forced to drop behind, still kept 
plodding along, with an unbelieving look, as 
though she couldn't understand what had gone 
wrong. 
The trapper's curses turned to sticks, then to 
the whip. With a torn ear and bleeding eyes, the 
old working dog still limped behind, occasionally 
falling then struggling to her feet, duty bound. 
Then, mercifully-but none too Soon, the 
trapper got his gun off the carriole, and shot- 
twice. The last sight I can recall of that incident 
indelibly burned in my memory is the do~'s 
however, there is a real possibility that such 
examples are b~oming less frequent. To be 
loyal-unless there is a reward attached--is the 
mark of a fool, or a "sucker". "What's in it for- 
me?" is the more'normal' attitude when one is 
called upon to stand by someone whose 
popularity, or fame, or health, or prosperity is on 
the wane. 
I once knew a girl-long, long ago, whose name 
was actually Geraldine. (Her father had wanted 
a son.) Geraldine was exceptionally large, as a 
girl-beth in height and weight. Her loyalty, 
however was in proportion to her size. Once she 
formed a 'crush' on a boy, nothing could shake 
her off. This came to extremes, occasionally, as 
during a Young People's hike, when she would 
# 
From the  Vancouver  Board  Of T rade  
Festivals and Finances , 
Festival - a somewhat old-fashioned word with 
a variety of meanings. From the antiquated 
maypole dancing on May 1st. to the warmth and 
cheer of Christmas. We, in Vancouver, have a 
festival which should give us a' special surge of 
pride. There should he a deep appreciation for 
those who organize our Annual Sea Festival and 
for the traditions they are building. 
Asking local citizens what the Sea Festival 
means to them, encourages a wide range of 
items and events in response. It is the packed 
crowds on Sunset Beach, crawling lines of cars 
inching along Beach Avenue and the salmon 
sizzling at the Jaycees stand. Or is it the im- 
pressive sight of the skydivers drifting lazily 
over English Bay until they land;oh so gently, on 
the sand? Maybe it's the armada of ships lying. 
at anchor or the daring young flyers buzzing an,~ 
swooping like angry mosquitoes. Nor should We 
forget to mention the bath tubs or the thousands 
of visitors who throng our city from the lower 
mainland and places as far flung as Tooting Bec 
and Timbuktoo. 
There are two ways of looking at everything. 
opportunities. These, •in turn, would create 
additional wage earners who will have money to 
• spend. If  continued to its logical conclusion, we 
can  see that consumer spending would pick up 
and general confidence return. The sagging.  
condition of our economy would be bolstered 
back into a state of normalcy where the rate of 
• unemployment would be reasonable and ac- 
ceptable. 
Does increased trade and commerce mean 
anything else to the local citizen? Of course, it 
does. The city must be run economically. It has 
commitments which cost more and it has to meet  
these expenses-most ly by raising revenue 
through taxes. When a city prospers, taxes from 
businesses, as they grow and expand, increase. 
The home-owners protion of the tax bill may not 
have to increase annually in leaps and bounds. 
Unlike dollars spent, or contributed, by local 
citizens, tourist dollars have no strings attached. 
Tourists do not demand sewer lines, more health 
She bore him five daughters in as many years. 
He wanted a • son. Geraldine - who had-been 
warned by her doctor she should have no more 
children (she was a diabetie)-uncomplainingly 
complied with her husband's demands-and tried 
again. 
The birth was One of those dramat ic  affairs 
that actually DO occur in real life. During the 
delivery there was a problem. The doctor asked 
@ 
.Geraldine's husband which it was to be-the child 
or ~he mother. The husband, who wanted a son 
more than he wanted Geraldine -decided. 
One of the two persons who was at the bedside 
at the time told me, when I returned from the 
war, overseas, that Geraldine knew of her 
husband's decision, yet felt happiness in the fact 
that she was at last able to provide him with the 
man child he wanted, which would also be a part 
of her own body. 
Such loyalty israre, but it still occurs. There is 
still such loyalty in the world among the most 
'common' of common people. How much richer 
we all are for those people who go out into.the 
every day world, can love the unloved. 
But, perhaps it is so important, it is worth the 
repitition, two thousand years later. Just after 
Easter. 
services, police and...They demand to look at our "~ ~ ! 
scenery, to share our parks and to join in our Sea, I 
Festival. L ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ ~  - - - - - - ' -  J 
We would like to ask that visitors not be looked at It i~ estimated that during the week of the Sea 
a~ a cause 0f congestion i  stores, buses and Festival, an additional $1% million will be spent , ,-  - " " - -  " " . . . .  " that  h.~u~e ~;  
h btels, but that, in more-realisUc fashion, we  in the cit~'. For this community, this is abigget ~ ..... :i l,iKe~oupeopte~,lnaa.,no~cr~mmat mt . ~.~ 
rtgard them as potential contributors ofdollars shot-in:tlie-arm .than the effeetof.the r cent:'tax~/'-'~-~: ....... • . . . .  ;": ''~ ~~ :~'i :~" !:]~,ished'dtily;to admire ' °~ 
to this city.. As the participants ofthe province's cuts could have in a Similar period. 
third largest industry, this would seem only right This being so, why the apathy? Why are not " " 
and proper. 
The money that tourists spend in hotels, 
restaurants and stores is readily understood. 
There is a feeling, however, amongst some local 
• people, that "that is where the buck stops" and 
that the promoters of tourist facilities are the 
only ones who stand to gain. We all know that 
visitors buy souvenirs, they also buy food and 
gas. Theypurchase clothes-even on occasions, 
umbrellas! What is not so obvious is that there 
are hidden benefits. 
It is understandable utregrettable, that in the 
current state of the economy, spending by 
consumers has become restrained. Toi~rists, 
however, spend--once they are away from home, 
it becomes a fact of life. Tourists are helping to 
improve business in this city, bringing to local 
trade and commerc~ dollars which may not be 
forthcoming from local residents. 
With increased spending, it is possible that 
better trade prospects can lead to more job 
we, and the local and provincial governments, 
all'bubbling over with enthusiasm l ike the 
Vancouver Jaycees? That organization 
revitalized the Festival in ~t975 and has been 
involved with it ever since. Each year's 
programme is bigger and better than the 
preceding year's. It's hard to imagine a more 
fitting tribute than the visit of the Tall Ships this 
year. The prestige that the Sea Festival bestows 
on the city of Vancouver seems to slide past,. 
a lmost  unheralded and . unsung. 
What can YOU do? Become aware and 
become involved. Chase down Sunset Beach in a 
three-legged race-or, if that's not your style-- 
give a little time to the 'volunteer force 
• organizing the events-telephone 669-4091. One 
way or another, be a booster for Vancouver. 
Talk about he Festival and spread the word. In 
helping to 'make it known, we would all be 
helping ourselves. 
I wonder " what's stopping 
Counc i l  Op in ion  
,Letters 
By,law Repeal, Beneficial 
Prince Rupert repealed theirs in 1958 and seem to have no 
problem without it." 
There are adequate store closing hours restrictions under 
the Municipal Act that apply to all communities inBritish 
Columbia. The difference is simply that these regulations 
would have to he enforced by the RCMP or whoever wanted 
to complain about breaking them, whereas the municipality 
considers it has an obligation to enioree it's own by-laws. 
,sJten the'experience of.seeing over $15,000 of taxpayers 
menny spent o date, with a final total possibly exceedS.. 
~0,000, i~ atte.m, pis t? enf~es a by-law aga imt one smau 
Imstueea, namely Mioaey Jonnson'e Ski Shop, L could see no 
purpose of retaining aby-law that has beep broken by many 
merchants, aria probably will continue to be broken. 
What is ti;e point of retaining aby-law to protect citizens 
from a service they want and enjoy and spend possibly 
hundreds of thousands oftheir tax dollars trying to enforce 
it7 Under the Municipal Act, which will automatically apply 
when the shop clooing by-law is repealed, any merchant or 
indlvidualcan prosecute any other merchant themsa~voo, ac 
no cost to the taxpayer. 
As a former director of the Chamber of Commerce it
' ' . .  
Appeal for a new hall 
Dear Friends: 
On the morning of March 
8, 1978 Our communityhall 
burned to' the ground in 
twenty minutes, As the 
dazed people rushed from 
theh' beds they quickly saw 
that there was no pe~sibility 
of fightingthe blaze. Shock 
gave way to realization and 
an entire village stood 
weeping. 
The hall I~ad served the 
usual community necds-a 
, placb for meetings and 
,,~? "recreation. Basketballs 
'~"  pounded th beautifully 
rofinahed floor all through 
the long winter months. But 
this is a Nisgha community 
so theneeds ftflfilled by our 
hall 'went far beyond the 
usuql. The great festa for 
weddings and funerals are a 
key part of our heritage as 
Nisgha people and it was in 
• the hall that hese took place. 
The feasts are impressive 
events and were especially 
so in that hall. The outside 
front wall of the hall, the first 
sight to greet people as they 
entered the village, was 
covered with painted and 
carved esigns. Inside, the 
walls were painted with 
crest 8ymbois. 
For these vents the stage 
always held the 'Canyon City 
Music Band, Tables, 
beautifully set with the best 
dishes from each village 
household; awaited the 
gust8, In the kitchen the 
traditional meal, Nlsgha 
Canyon City people have' 
made every personal 
sacrifice towards that goal 
since before the smoke 
cleared from the ru~ble o f  
the old hell. 
But it is a momentous task. 
Modern building codes 
demand materials which 
cannot be supplied locally 
and are expensive to buy and 
to transport o our remote 
area;  
We have 135 people trying 
to raise the amount of money 
needed by giving every five 
er ten dollar bill that comes 
our way.. At this rate it will 
take a very long time indeed~ 
So we have decided to invite 
our friends and acquain- 
tances in bnsiness to share in 
our tradltien by making a 
contribution to the fund for 
the new hall. 
Every year Canyon City 
our beloved community Imll. 
If you have ever attended 
one of our feasts you will 
understand what hls m~na, 
B you haven't, you should, 
and when you come to the 
new hall you will feel at 
home because YOU helped 
make it possible. 
Thank you 
Sincerely 
people give their business to William E. Young. 
hundreds of enterprises in  (Chalrman, PublicRelatiom 
Terrace. Now we are eoking Canyon City Recreation 
for your help in rebuilding Commission.) 
Labour 
"The Liberal government 
in Ottawa seems determined 
to sell out our country's 
resources to, foreign ear- 
# porations", Northwest 
Labour spokesman, John 
Jensen/ stated.. He' 
was speaking in reply to 
Prime Minister Trudeau's 
announcement that Mitchell 
Sharp, former 'external 
affairs minister, will become 
commissioner of the Nor- 
them 'Pipeline Agency of 
Canada to oversee the 
constrnotien of the $10-btilion 
dollar pipallnge from Alaska 
to the U,S,A. 
Jemen'explained that the 
labour advisory committee 
finds this splSolntment of ex- 
cabinet Mlulst~ Sheep to be 
extremely questionable, 
considering Sharp's past and 
present ese~latious with the 
very exclusive club of multi. 
nationa.l corporate  
executives known as the 
"Tri-Latoral Commission". 
Labour  spokesman, 
Jeosen, said his members 
question Ottawa's incedty 
in choosing Sharp to look 
after the interests of the 
Canadian public, especially 
considering Sharp was ,also 
recently named by U.S. Oil 
Magnate,. J .  David 
Rockefeller, as the vice- 
chairman of his elite grobal 
planning group, the Tri- 
Lateral Commission. 
The Labour Advisory 
Committe~ wished to go on 
publi c record as viewing'this 
Spokesman replies 
\ 
appointment to be in the , "in our opinion, Mr. Sharp 
interests of the U.S. stands guilty Of conflict of 
petroleum :ompanies, interest by so accepting 
ratherthanintheintorestsof these two diametrically 
the Canadian tax payers - opposed positions of such 
who pay Mr. Sharp's alary, influence and importsnec to 
"In fact," Jenson added, Canada's future." 
Letter to King 
Mr, O. King All too often the nenva.sa 
• General Mauger applies, with food, drink ~d 
Terrace Co-Operative litt~ strewn all ev~ the 
Association . tables and floor. 
It was indeed MM~g to 
Dear Mr. King: see that some gr0upa In our 
• It Jivss me great pleaslwe Dktrict still have pride in 
to write this letter ogre. themselves and in 'our 
mending the oripmis~s of facilities. One mliht sayyou 
lut'nlBhto"Co.Op" functiou, have' restored my faith in 
In our Banquet Room, The human ature. ~ 
room was left In almoot as Please pa .my thunks'm 
a condition as It. was to those p~sons cons'ned, 
re the funoUon. It was ' Yours sincerely, 
,litter free al/d requlred ouly Phil Stewart 
a mlnlmum of cleaning. Recreation Dir~tor. 
The saxophone was invented'by 19th century Belgian 
instrumeht maker Adolphe Sex. 
. In Bavaria'it was believed good luck to attacl, strawberries 
to cattle horns. 
by Dave Pease 
I find the protests over the proposed repeal of the'Terrace 
Shops closing By-Law by Municipal Council rather strange. 
There are-two reasons why council decided to repeal this 
by-law, prompted by the Midnight Madness sale held a short 
while ago. I believe this Midnight Madness was one of the 
greatest things to happm in Terrace for a long time. It was 
the first time in the ten years that I have lived inTerface I 
had seen customers and shop owners or assistants smiling 
broadly at each other in every single store I entered. 
It seemed ridiculous to me that council, because of the 
shops elosingby.law had to use taxpayers money to prosecute 
shopkeepers for creating this fun and profitable vening for 
themselves and their customers. 
Upon invootigating this matter council found that other 
communities had repealed their shops clMng by.law or 
never had one. 
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' surprteca me that he Chamb~ issupporting ~ retention of. stew, was made In a huge 
this by.law when moot if q.o~ a~ thalr mem.oere s.upper.~ ,cast Iron pet and stirred 
political partioo that favo,r ~.ee .u'aue, tree ~terprme as ~ accerdlng to tradition with 
has competition while this W-row m a deliberate r straint o large carved spoon. 
trade. . As the elders spoke on 
Some storekeeper, have argued that extended shopping these occasions, the wisdom 
of our culture wass passed to hours will mean higher prices because of increased.wage the younger generations. 
coats. 
I haw not seen tills happen In other areas. Also I believe Tradition means a lot to our 
the shopping public is ouffiesntiy cost conscious that if ~ ,  village and our hall, built by 
were true some stores could continue to close early, recam the people of the village in 
lower prices and still increase their yolume of lamla.es.s-- 'ten years, 19~.-196~, helped 
maybe ven forcing Other steres to elo~ enrly to oompetel keep our traditions alive for 
With the number of families in Terrace in.whiCh both us. ~ , 
~rents work I feel staggered orextended store hours would 
welcomed or beneficial to the majority of this community.' 
Also ff more store salesclerks were required it could reduce 
our unemployment problem. 
To summarise, whether the repeal of the ~Terrane Shops 
Closing By-Law results in merchants, e ra  merchants 
association, paying the legal costs of enforcing the Provincial 
Municipal Act provisions instead of the taxpayers orwhether 
it results in extended shopping hours I feel the repeal of this 
act is beneficial to the maioritv if not all citizens of Terrace. 
Even in its destruction, the 
hall is perpetuating tradition 
for it is the Nisha way for the 
i'ndivduals of the village to. 
put the needs of the com. 
munlty first. There must he 
a focal point for our 
traditional community life; 
there must be another hall as 
soon as i~selble, and the 
q 
a . p 
IBoston 
J Going into the fourth game 
I of the NHL finals Montreal 
| lead Boston 2 pmes  to one 
until Bobble Sehmautz 
slipped a screen-shot passed 
Montrears Ken Dryden 
during the opening plays of 
the first overtime period. 
Boston now holds a Bood 
chance at regainin~ their 
spirit and taking the series. 
In front of a full-home at 
the .Boston Gardens the 
Brutus took an early 1-0 lead 
at the 25 second mark of the 
~P 
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t ies ser ies  2-21 Affirmed sixth win in six starts at Preakness 
' BALTIMORE (AP) - -La I  Barters sold he finally Plmllco, the same com- set by Canonero II In 1971. up wlthAfflrmedeatheflnal 
first period with a goal by 
Greg Sheppard. 
Montreal evened the score 
in that same period. Second 
period action let Robinson 
score on a slap shot from the 
point to put Montreal in the 
lead, 24. 
• Buster came back in the 
third period to tie, and then 
take the lead, 3-2. Park and 
blcNab scored the third 
period Boston goals. The 
result of an all-out effort for 
the Canadians, including 
pulling Ken Dryden from his 
net, let Guy lofleur tie the 
game wi.th.only 33 seconds 
remaining, sending the 
game into overtime. '
An aggressive game-first 
period with 58 minutes in 
penalties Boston has proven 
it's come-hack ability and 
will give a good show 
Tuesday night in Manireal. 
Check CB(~ 5 p.m. for the 
game. 
Burrers, trainer of Triple 
Crown hopeful Affirmed, 
plans to have a father-and- 
son talk with Jockey Steve 
Cauthen in New York. 
Upset because Cauthen 
didn't meet with him for a 
pre.Preakness strategy talk, 
Burrers said Sunday: "I 'm 
mad at Cauthen" as ! would 
be with my own son if he did 
something wrong." 
Cauthen had been riding at 
Aqueduct last week and 
didn't arrive at Plmllco until 
Saturday morning. 
pve  Instructions to Canthen 
while saddling Affirmed in 
the busy moments Just 
before the race. "The Triple 
Crown only comes  one 
tithe," Burrers added. "i 
wilt sit down end talk to him 
like a father. But don't get 
me wrong. I like Steve and 
I'm proud of him." 
Burrers was proud of Cau- 
then because he rode Af- 
victor' 
Saturn,.. ~ ~^ 
Preakness  .~ . • 
bination that clicked in the 
Kentucky Derby two weeks 
ego. Affirmed now has a 
chan'ce with the Bdmont 
Stakes June 10 to become the 
11th Triple Crown winner. 
The Cuban-b~rn trainer 
thinks the IrA-mile.Belmont 
"will be an easier race, and 
'my horse is going to win." 
.in gaining his sixth victory 
in six starts this year, the 
Floridabred Affirmed was 
'~,-~4 in 1:54 2-S tor the 1 3- 
15th miles, only two-fifths of 
a second off the track record 
Tigers and Red Sox juggle games in American League 
THE CANADIAN PRESS- 
Life at the top can be tough. 
Just ask Don Zimmer and 
Ralph Houk. 
Detroit Tigers and Boston 
Red Soy., eyeball.to-eyeball 
atop the American League 
East, tried to shake louse of 
each other Sunday. They 
wound up closer together. 
And both managers. Zimmer 
of the Red Sex and Honk of 
the Tigers- wound up in their 
respective clubhouses a few 
minutes ahead of their 
respective players. 
The teams entered their 
doubleheader with the 
Tlg~s 18 percentage points 
ahead of Boston. Detroit 
won the opener 2-1 on Jason 
Thompson's tie-breaking 
homer in the sixth inning off 
previously unbeaten Bi.I! 
and Milt Wilcox's ix-hit, II- 
strikeout performance. 
That put Detroit a game in 
front of the Red Sex-until 
Boston rode Luis Tiant's 
eight-hit pitching and Bob 
Montgomery's four-hit, four. 
RBI display to a 9-3 romp 
that left the teams 16 points 
apart. 
In threcother 
doubleheaders, Baltimore 
beat Cleveland 3-0, then lost 
3-2; Chicago defeated 
Oakland 6-2, then was beaten 
8-0, and New York Yankees 
swept Toronto 2-1and 9-1. In 
three - single games, 
Milwaukee edged California 
2-1, Minnesota nipped 
Kansas City 3-2 and Texas 
trimmed Seattle 5.4. 
In Saturday's action: 
Toronto outslugged New 
York 10-8, Baltimore stopped 
Cleveland 2-1,, Boston edged 
Detroit 6-5, Oakland 
defeated Chicago 4-3, Kansas 
City dumped Minnesota 6-3, 
bl i lwaukee defeated  
California 6.4 and Seattle 
surprised .Texas 7-3. 
The first-game fireworks 
began when mild-mannered 
Fred Lynn of the Red Sox 
exploded after belug .called Orioles 3-2 Indiana 0-3 
• out on strikes in the ninth 
#ear m hnd'12 of them-six off 
inning. He bumped into 
home plate umpire Nick 
Bremigan and was instantly 
thumbed out of the game. 
That's when Zimmer 
arrived-and when he also 
bumped Bremigan, he was 
heaved out as well. 
In the second game, 
Montgomery, the Red Sex' 
catcher, hatless in two 
previous at-bats this season, 
singled for a run off CDave 
Rozems in a three-run fourth 
inning, drove in two more 
with a single in the fifth and 
tripled for a run in the ninth. 
In seventh .inning with 
Boston ahead 7-1, Tlant 
fielded a bases.loaded 
grounder by Run LeFlore 
and threw home. 
Moutgomery dropped the 
ball, plate umpire Russ 
Goetz called runner Tim 
Corcoran safe, then changed 
his mind and called the 
runner out-and that brought 
Houk out of the Tigers' 
dugout at full speed. A few 
well-ehesen words and kicks 
of the dirt and Houk was 
dub-house bound. 
David Clyde scattered 
seven hits in 6 1-3 innings 
and got relief help from Jim 
Kern and Dennis Kinney to 
give the Indians their 
second-game victory and 
pier up his denond triumph. 
Scott McGregor's fir- 
st'game victory was no 
fluke, either. He did it with 
his second straight four- 
hitter for his first major 
league shutout. 
White Sex 6-0 A's 
Mitchell Page'b five RBI 
an a homer and two doubles • 
and John Johnson's three- 
hitter for his.and Oakland's - 
third complete game turned 
the tables on the White Sex. 
Chicago ripped the A's in the 
opener on cighth-innin~ RBI 
singles by Junior Moore and 
Erie Soderhohn and Lamar 
Johnson's two-run homer in 
the 'ninth. 
Yanks 2*9 Blue Jays 1-1 
In the . game, Cliff 
Johnson cm~ffnued to feast 
on Toronto pitching with a 
two-run homer. This year 
ho's got two homers, both 
aping, t the Blue Jays. Last 
• the Blue Jays. in the second 
game, Thurm~ Munson had 
a two, run humer-haif of his 
RBI for the day. 
Brewers 3 Angels I
Cecil Ceeper's fourth hit, a 
two.out single off a Dave 
LaRoohe football in the ninth 
inning, beat California. 
l'wina 3 Reyals 2 
3~od Carew went 3.for-4, 
drove in two runs and raised 
his average to .407 In the 
Twins' triumph. 
Ran~'ers 5Mariners 4 
AI Oliver had three runs 
• hatted in, one of them on a 
ninth.inning, two-out double, 
in the Rangers'.vlctory. 
. " ~ : "~:~i~:~ -. 
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There's no place like home. 
Especially when home is 
British Columbia. 
P 
What's more, 1978's our 
Captain Cook Bicentennial 
year, so you couldn't pick a 
better time to take a real 
Cook's tour of our province.. 
. o  
A MILLIONAIRE 
Affirmed, owned by 
Harbor View Farm, earned 
$136,200 to Increase his 
career earnings to 81,023,277 
fur 13 victories in 15 starts. 
A f f i rmed,  the l - to.2 
favorite of the record crowd 
of 81,261, grabbed the.lead m 
the first turn and Calumet 
Farm's Alydar made his 
usual late charge, hooking 
turn. 
it was a elastic duel with 
Affirmed turning back 
repeated challenges. The 
stretch run-- three-: 
slsteenthe of 'a mUe--wen 
Umed in a Pim[k=o-reeord I$ 
l.S second8. 
t:ompleting the erder d. 
finish were Neon Time 
Spender, indigo Star. Dan g 
and Track Reward. 
MK BAY 
MARINA UIIRM 
There  wi l l  be a meeting held on Tuesday' 
May  30, 1978 cemmencing at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Riverlodge, Kit imgt,  B.C. for imyone in .  
terested in the operations of the MK Bay 
Mar ina .  
I 
Whata 
differerw  a 
a price makes. 
See for yourself at 
St. Louis asleep in 
10th straight loss 
By THE ASSOCIATED John D'Acquieto, who gave 
PRESS up the only run of the 
The National League is nightcap on a bases4oaded 
waiting for St. Louis Car- wlld pitch in the fffthianin~. 
dinals to wakes. Seavor went seven innings. 
"It seems to be something before his am stiffesed, 
different every day, nothing yielding six hits while 
striking out five to give him you can put your finger on," 
manager Ken Buyer sighed 2,.585 in his career, 
Sunday after the Cardinals In the opeser~ San Diego's 
dropped a 3-2 decision to Bob Shirley scattered coves 
Chicago Cubs. It was the hits while George Hondrick 
Cardinal's 10th straight drilled a two-run pinch 
less--their !~t ,~!n~ 1.~7 d9 able to highlight a four-run 
and five sS~i't ~l.,me,cmo-" sixthA~L'l~:~'~ '  "~ '~"  i'~'~ 
record set in 1909.  Dodl~'~4"Gi~ti~ ~ l': : '~" ~ ~ .... 
To add to the Cardinals' Lee Lacy and Ron Cey 
troubles, starting pitcher homered to lead an ll-hit 
Eric Rasmussen, who attack as the Dodgers 
allowed only one earned run tightened up the race in the 
in five innings, had to leave ~ West. The Giants lead 
when a Bobby Murcer line Los Angeles and Cincinnati 
drive struck.him on the right by one-half game. loser Bob 
wrist and broke a blood Knepper walked Dusty 
vessel. Baker with the bases loaded 
Meanwhile, Tom Scarer in the first inning to force in 
• moved past Bob Feller and a run, lacy hit a two-run 
Warren Spahn into sayeth homer in the third inning and 
Nace on the all-tlme major Cey connected in the fifth. 
league strikeout list as 
Cincinnati Reds nipped San Mets 6 Phlllles 5 
Diego Padres 1-0 after The Mets . spotted 
dropping the doublehonder~ Philadelphia a 5-0 lead in the 
• 7-3. Elsewhere, Los first inning on Mike Seh- opener 
Angeles Dodgers downed midi's three-run homer and 
San Francisco Giants 4-1, Bob Boone's two-run double 
New York Mets edged Phi?a-" and then roared back to win 
deiphla Phfllies 6-5 in l0 .in- with two out in the 10th in 
nings, Pittsburgh Pirates Lee Maszilli's infield hit and 
blanked M~ntresl Expos 7-0 Steve Henderson's double. 
and Atlanta Braves defeated Pirates 7 Expos 0 
Houston Astras 64. , Omar Morose hit a sixth- 
Saturday, Philadelphia inning homer for the game's 
slammed New York 9-4, Chi- first run and Reunie Stmnatt 
cage buried St.' Louis 10-2, blasted a grand slam in the 
Pitisburghblanked Montreal ninth while John Candelarla 
6.0, Cincinuntl oveTpoweres ~d Kest Tekulve combined' 
San Diego 10-6, Houston to pitch a sixhitter. 
crushed Atlanta 13-0 and Los 
Angeles defeated San Braves 6 Astres 4 
Francisco 3-2. Jerry RoysteT keyed 
Dave Rader's double fourrun Atlanta fourth i~ 
scored Manny Trillo with the ~ with a two-run triple as 
the Braves ended a four- Ue.brenki~ run in the sixth 
InnlngastheCubshay.o.e.d. St. game losing streak to help 
I.,onk.Tl~Ioser was rearer manager Bobby Cox eel- 
Mark IAttell, who has been obrate his. a?th birthday. 
teg~ed with the de~eat four Gary Matthews, who missed 
times during the Cardinals' a month of the season with a 
sour streak. 'shoulder injury, hit his fifth 
Padres ?-0 Reds 2.1 home run.in the first inning 
Scarer, 3-4, outduelled .to get the Braves started 
AUTOV EST  
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up Your'cash or borrowing power. 1st and lost 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 78 Econoline Van 
$140.00per month $13&00 per mont.h 
lease end price lease end' price 
$2,17S.00 $h975.00 ' 
or simply returniler simply return 
78 Camaro HT 75 Zephyr Sedan 
78 C 100 Chev p~, 
$129.00 per month 
lease encl price 
$1,575.00 
or simply return 
78 Dedge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end ' price 
$1;575.00 
or simply return 
78,0lds Cutlass 
$139.00 pe~r month 
lease end price 
$2,02S.00 •
er simply return 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price • 
$1,525.00 
or simply return 
78 F150 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease, end price 
$2,275.00 
or simply return, a or simply return 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,035.00 
.or simply return 
7B Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
SI400.SO 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7i i l  " 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
il60 MARIIqE DRIVE 
: NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.O0479A 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. V80 IUI 
635-6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Litenca 020~IA 
x-xoNn  Test drive a Honda today. 
. . . .  ' . .¢  
1 Not to mention umpteen . ..;:.:,~ 
parades, pageants, and ... 
perfectly super places. 
So this year, discover :::: ~ 
,,, .Bri~ish-Colutnbia. I ............ ..., .,.~,";,;'. 
. ,  Cap~Coo~a~d."  : . . . . . . .  : : :  . . . . . . .  
You'll discover Tall Ships, 
naval ships, and all kinds 
of championships. 
Rodeos, regattas, and rip- 
'roaring races. ~ TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA .~.; HeN. GRACE McCARTHY, MINISTER. 
TheTall Ships 
are coming. 
vict0riaJune 16-20. 
Vancouver June 21-26. 
Be here to welcome the Nippon Maru and Kaiwo Maru, 
the first two Tall Ships to arrivd. 
Write today for your free Captain Cook Bicentennial Calendar of  Events: 
TouriSm British Columbia, Parl iament Bui ldings, Victoria V8W 2Z2.  
' ' I i 
I 
~ ~  . . . .  ~ • '4 . . .  .... ~ ~, '  .~' ,'., 
:t 
I 
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Supersonics come-back 
SEATTLE (AP) - -D ick  
Motta knew it was going to 
happen, but there was 
nothing he could do to stop it. 
"We figured Freddie 
would do some of that," said 
Motta, coach of Washington 
Bullets. "He was getting his 
shots. He's probably the 
purest shooter in the 
league." 
The subject of Motta's 
praise was Seattle veteran 
guard Fred Brown who 
victimized the Bullets for 16 
e/his game-high 30 points in 
the final 9½ minutes Sunday 
while the SuperSonics 
fashioned a hair-raising 
comeback to heat Waeiugten 
106-102 in the opening game 
of the National Basketball 
Association championship 
series. 
The secund game of the 
bestof.seven series will be 
Thursday night at Landover, 
Md. 
"He can miss his first 20 
shots and still win the game 
for you," Motta said of 
Brown who took 30 shots and 
made 13. "He doesn't get 
discouraged. His shots ere 
going to he in the hole from 
an unlimited range." 
But Brown's baskets'came 
when theSonics needed them 
most. 
HAD TO GET OUT 
"We got us in a wonderful, 
fine moss," said Brown of 
the Sonics, who trailed by 19 
points late in the third 
period. "I told them (his 
team-mates) we had made 
our bed and we had to get out 
of it." 
Brown, the Sonics' No. 1 
draft pick from Iowa seven 
seasons ago, ignited the 
comeback with a short 
jumper that began arun of 12 
consecutive points and 
brought Seattle back into the 
game. 
, The Bullets were in 
command in the early going 
behind the p lay of Elvin 
Hayes and Kevin Grevey. 
Washington led 58-49 at 
halfllme and was up 84-65 
with 2:26 left in the third 
quarter. 
But the Bullots'played as 
though they were shackled 
with ball and chain in the 
final 14½ minutes of the 
game. Seattle outscored 
Wuahlllgtun 41-18, in that 
stretch for the triumph be- 
fore a crowd of 14,098. 
Seniea forward John 
Johnson scored 18 points and 
held Washington's Bobby 
Dandridse to just six points, 
16 below his playoff average. 
Grevey led the Bullets with 
27 points before leaving late 
in the game with a sprained 
left ankle. 
Hayes cored 2i points and 
had nine rebounds but wasn't 
a factor lathe final quarter. 
Hill climb 
record 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) - -  
Bryan Evans of White Rock, 
B.C. shaved nearly four 
seconds off the record 
Sunday as he drove his 
Johnston JMZ-C to victory in 
the Knox Mountain hill climb 
for the second straight year. 
Johnston completed the 
3.6-1dlometres paved course 
in 1:52.34 and picked up $500 
prize money for the fastest 
time and $5o0 for setting a 
new record. 
Previous record was 1:56, 
set by David Peck in 1978. 
Hob bloGregor of Van- 
COtlVOr, driving a Charon 
Spyder, posted a time of 
1:54.02 tq capture second 
place. 
Boxer holds ground for title 
TORONTO (CP) --  Avro 
Punkinnen of Sudbary, Ont.~. 
let a boxing title slip away 
from him last year but made 
sure of his second chance in 
the Canadian intermediate 
championships Sunday. 
Punkinnen was leading en 
points with 17 seconds to go 
in his title bout a year ago 
and then fell victim to a 
lucky ,punch by Jean-Paul 
Petrin. On Sunday, he met 
Robert Duclos of New 
Brunswick in the 67.1dlo. 
gram class final and 
knocked Duclos down twice 
before holding off a final. 
round challenge. 
"I got a bad break, but 
Soccer Superstar 
TORONTO iCP) - -  Brian 
Budd, a recent newcomer to 
the roster of Toronto Metros- 
Croatia of the North 
American Soccer League, 
took the first prize of $15,700 
after Sunday's third and 
final day of ~e Canadian 
superstars competition. 
Canadian Football League 
Rough Riders and Brock 
Aynsley of Montreal 
Alouettes finished second 
and third respectively in the 
competition whi~ features 
athletes from various ports 
competing in events ~other 
than their specialties. 
Budd, a 26-year-old 
Toronto native, is also the 
stars Tony Gabriel of Ottawa world superstars champion. 
Trever Whittaker of Terrace finishes his ten mile marathon i  only 61.5 minute_, unof- 
ficially. Paul Simkins of Kitimat rood second with 62.5 minutes. The After the race runners were treated to cidar, juice, or beer 
race was set over a course on the Alcan highway. Security officers, like the one seen for their efforts. Runners like this one were happy, win or 
here, helped, to. keep the. road cleared for the runners, lose. 
Delta King Days brings victory for- ] 
Delta K~g Days '78 ended 
• Monday afternesn with the 
Delta King Casino at the 
"arena but not without some 
exciting competition, both on 
land and at sea, which 
spawned some of Kitimat's 
contemporary stai's. 
Friday night at the High 
Schoo l  'Wind jammer '  
rocked to a crowd of over 500 
youths. This dance se~med 
to inspire the young people to 
take part in the rest of the 
Delta King celebrations. 
The Vancouver based group, 
Windjammer, also played 
the arena for Delta Feat 
beer-gardens Saturda3 
night. 
Saturday morning the 
athletes pr~ared for the 
Alcan Mini-marathon. 
Unofficial times on the two 
fast and second placers in 
the 10 mile stretch were 81.5 
and 62.5 minutes. Trevor 
Whittaker of Terrace took 
the pace at about he three 
mile mark with Paul 
Simkins pulling second. The 
two finished in that order 
with Whittaker taking the 
61.5 and Simkias taking the 
62.5, unofficial. 
Alcan public relations 
representative for the 
marathon Dave Dunsmuir 
estimated over two times as 
many runners as registered 
previous tothe event. Close 
to 150 people took part in the 
six or ten mile run. 
The course centered from 
the Plant Tour Building at 
Alcan and runners had the 
choice of taking the six, or .  
finishing all te~ miles. 
The day wasn't over for 
most Delta Kiuger's. The 
arena got the rafters well 
vibrated with 'Windjammer' 
poimdi~g out the tunes. 
An estimated 600 people 
turned out for the second 
largest event in the Delta 
King celebrations. A few 
technleal problems with" the 
band caused some concern 
with the beer drinkers but all 
was under control when the 
band put out another set of 
dancing rock. 
Simultaneously to the 
beer-gardens was the Silver 
Anniversary Bail held at 
Riverlodge. • 180 people 
turned the $30 a couple into a 
good evening with steak 
dinner and excelinnt en- 
tertainment from the 
Fabulous Note Ables. This 
was not only part of the Delta 
King Days celebrations hut it 
was also the official 
celebration ofKitimat's Z5th 
Birthday. 
Sunday morning the 
crowds gathered at'Littte 
Wedenna Park up the 
Kitimat River to watch and 
participate in getting the 
rafts assembled and in the 
water for the annual Raft 
Race. Kitlmat Booming 
Contractors took the race for 
the:fifth straight year. 
Eurocan pulled a slose 
second with their well 
navigated ship. 
Monday morning a crowd, 
less than enthusiastic, 
turned out at the arena to 
ca.t~h some of the Casino 
Pancake Breakfast. 
Although it was a small 
crowd they were there to be 
fed, and all were. 
Due to press deadlines 
there is no data available on 
the Delta King Casino 
Monday afternoon. 
! 'ii :g ' ::,! ,, 
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About 150 pa~icipanfe in the ~e-an-Min[.marathon get-re-ady'to start heir 
run. Almost all e/the runners finished, either the six or ten mile run, which 
ever they cese to run. 
Nerves, give edge over Nicklaus for $50,000 
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) -- 
Jim Simons tamed his 
nerves, his idol and one of 
America's toughest golf 
courses all at once. 
HIS dividends were a cher- 
ished conquest of Jack 
Nicklaus and his biggest 
payday in seven years of 
tour activity--S50,000 as the 
Memarial  Tournament 
champion, 
Aside from a fist punched 
skyward after his clinching 
21-foot putt at No. 18 .en 
Sunday, Slmons howed none 
of the nervousness he would 
.reveal moments later. 
"I haven't relaxed all 
week," said the 28-year-old 
Pennsylvanian after he 
unseated his idol, Nieklaus, 
with a closing twoover-par 74
for a total of 284. 
"A lot of gays won't admit created. 
it, but it's a continual battle "I really respect the 
to fight your nerves. This is a man," Slmons said of 
high-pressure business we're Nickisus. "He's been the 
in." ' golfer since I've been around 
FELT "rite HEAT the game. But it s difficult o 
Simons felt the heat of go out and ignore you're 
playing with Nicklins, playing with Jack. I knew 
especially before Jack's the big crowd would be 
hometown throng at the helpful for him." 
Muirfleld Village Golf Club, Simoas met and whipped 
a 7,1Ol'yard monster he that obqtacle, repulsing a 
belated Ninldaus charge and" 
nipping Bill Kratzert by a 
single shot. Kraizert, ear. 
nlng $28,500, closed with a 74 
for 285. Fuzzy. Zeoller was 
third with 70-267. 
Nickluns, a triple bugey at 
four and a doitble bogey at 17 
ruining his challenge, settled 
for a fourth-pisce tie at 288 
with Ed Sneed and Masters 
champion Gary Player. 
everybody gets one at some 
time,', Punkinaen said of his 
loss In last year's final. 
One of Punkinnen's vic- 
tims in last year's chain- 
• plonshipe was Derflc Hoyt of 
Cranbrock, B.C., who now is 
Canadian senior champion 
and in line for a Com- 
monwealth Games team 
berth. 
However, Hoyt will have to 
beat Don Downey from 
Halifax'in a June 12 bout to 
confirm his Commonwealth" 
trip. Downey scored a win 
over Hoyt in one of a series of 
challenge bouts.held in 
conjunction with the in- 
termediato championships. 
GE'/' SECOND CHANCE 
The challenge bouts are a 
system to give a second 
chance to those who lost at 
the senior championships 
two weeks ago or those who of Toronto.. 
were unable to attend. Under In other intermediate 
the 'system, a senior championship  f inals ,  
champion loses his place on Michael Nickel of Nova 
the Commonwealth Games Scotia beat Gaetan Leclere 
team if he .loses two of quebec in the 48.kilo 
challenge bouts, class; Sudhury's Rick 
In other challenge bouts, Ranelli deelsioned Mauriee 
50-kilo ehampion~ Frank Boudreau in the 51-kllo 
Nolan of Sudhary stopped class; Laurie Mann of 
Brian Stayer of Ontario and British Columbia beat Brian 
75-ktlo champion Roddy Coughlin of Ottawa in the 54- 
McDonald of Toronto wen kilo division, and Pat Purcell 
over Quebec's.John Griffin. 
Heavyweight senior 
champion Kevin McQuaid Of 
Charlettetown, P.E.I., wen 
over Denis Belair of Ed- 
monton. Belair had earned a
shot at McQuaid with an 
earlier win over Rick Perch 
e/Thunder Bay, Ont. 
Flyweight champion Ian 
Clyde of Ottawa survived a
challenge from Mike H~ry 
of Quebec won the 57-idlo 
title over Mark Adams of 
New Brunswick. 
In the 60-kilo final, Brian 
Nolan of Sudbury won over 
Greg Rumohr of Alberta; 
John Herbert of British 
Columbia defeated Ken 
Johnson of Manitoba for the 
71.1dlo title; Dave Thornhill 
knocked out Pat McNamara 
of Windsor. Ont. 
(Rn UIE I;IU£ VOU 
RLL THE (OmFORT$ 
OF HOME... 
Now you can go anywhere  and st i l l  have those  
comfor ts  of  1rome. Take  your  vacat ion  this  year  ~ 
in one o f  our fabu lous  recreat iona l  veh ic les .  ]~ '~ ' , '~t  J'
I ts  the on ly  way  to  ge l  
1976 FORD F250 
4x4 Pickup, 390 V6, 4 Speed, 8000 Warn winch, sure 
t rack front axle, extra fuel  tanks, wide tires. 
1975 TOYOTA SR 5 
1977 TOYOTA ¢ELICA 
Ltflback G.T .  5 Sp. with Stereo in excellent end. 
• $6"/95 
$3495 
$§89S 
v.19774 Speed FORD F250 SUPEn W $7895 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE $5495 
2 Door, V8 Auto. Tran's. 
1973 6M9 VAN 
V8 Auto. Trans. Carpeted Inside 
1976 FORO F260 
VS, auto. Camper Special 
$2696 
$4896 
LEASEPLAN - - - - -  
Invest igate  theadvantages of this" Rent.to-0wn plan. First and Last Months rent Lets 
you drive away. (On approved credit) 
EXAMPLES 
BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
78 FAIRMONTSEDAN i 
' $125permonth 
Totalling $4572 I 
LI~ASE END PRICE 
$1980 
or simply return I 
' 78 GRANADA SEDA"N- - [  
$145 per month I 
Totalling $,5220 
LEASE END PRICE • I 
$2100 I 
. - -  o...~rsimply return 
70PINTO ,r I 
$110 per month 
Totalling $3960 I 
LEASE END PRICE I 
$1600 I 
or simply return I 
' 
78 ECONOLINE VAN 
$156 per month 
Totalling $5616 
LEASE END PRICE 
$21§0 
or simply return 
70 FIESTA 
$123 per month 
Tots I ling $4392 
LEASE ENDPRICE 
' $17§0  
or simply return 
7SZEPHYR WAGON 
$145 per month 
Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
S2060 
or simply return 
I 78 F100 PICKUP 
• $145 per month 
I Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 
J or'simply return 
I 76 F 150 4x4 
i $176 month per 
Tots I I lng $6336 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2§00 
or simply return 
78 F250 PICKUP 
$156 per month 
. Totalling $$616 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 ' 
or simply return 
Terrace Totonl FoM 
• Sales ltd. 
4631 Keith 
635-4984 
DOO727A 
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Fans  boo  at 
" 0 Canada" 
TORONTO (CP) -- Fans "It didn't bother me that 
• booed when singer Ruth much, though--there was 
Anne Wallace sang part of some clapping," she said in 
OCanada in French before an interview inter. 
• the start, of Sunday's double- Miss Wallace said she had 
header between Toronto been wanting to.sing in both 
Blue Jays and New York French and English at the 
Yankees at Exhibition games and on Sunday Blue 
Stadium. Jays' management con- 
Miss Wallace, 26, formerly sented to the bilingual 
of Sirncoe, Ont., said she rendition. 
expected some booing but "I did it for Canadian 
not as much as there was unity, which is more ira. 
While she sang in Frmch. ~rtant han ever." 
~ C 'mon get  the  
• . : - :  • ; ' ~I':I ~'~| ~E| IVH! I ' :  
Pr ince  Ruper t  F i re  '. 
Distr ict  R p SP Power -- "=--'~---- ~- - ;  e ort r i t50  ~ - -  / 
to  Weekly Fire Report - Prince the chanc~ of ita burning to property. Nextweek, wewill vUxx~ * - ~ ~ ~ /  
Rulm't Forest District the ground are pretty gosd. discuss fire precautions for skiers or go - ~ ~  
.A forest f i re  is raging There are, however, a your home. _'-~-~. - i 
• through the timber con- anmber of things you oan do The photograph shows an l off-shore after 
.sumin~ aH in its path. to minimize the chances, idea] setting far wildfire to ~ : ~-~ : i
Sudedy, you realize that In this weeks article, we wreak havoc with holiday big [unkers 
your home or summer will discuss five easy fire cottages. Because the @ Hyd a =~- -~ 
cottage lstu the way and that control measures for your., cabins were built without ro_ynam~ 
• planning; servicing, access ~----  _ _--7 ;- - ld and communieations are ically designed 95 y e a r _  o diffieultandexpenseive _ £_ ... -= 
Five steps to protect your lower unit for 
• property are: 
, ,. Develop a water verturrnattce 
p ioneer  dies m.. . .m and fuel econ.  s. Clear a strip, arot/nd your 
p~op~, omy • Exhaust  Old.timer Mattie Frank for by her oldest sister, then S. Report illegal garbage 
peseta on a nurse in the Prince Rupert dumps to your local Forest 
C Gonoral Hospital. Ranger. escapes  through c
Another link with the eurly I~e in the new settlement 4. Develop evacuation plans prope l le r  to bring down 
history of the Valley was of KJt~lm~r, alum wasn't an to protect yourself, your 
broken when Mrs MaRie easy one, with none of the family, and neighbeurs, engine noise • Water-cooled 
Frank passed away in the mechanical devices now 5. Remember Zenith 55555, 
Kitimat Hospital on deemed necessities in the the telephone number to for quieter operation and 
Saturday morning May lath, modern home. Water, sweet report forest fires. 
three days after ohoerving and clean and cold, pumped Your local Forest Ranger longer engine life • '~- -  " -- p tzonat  
her ninety-fifth birthday, from a well and carried into has a pamphlet entitled, 
Bern in Norway in 1983 as the.house in buckets; bath "Protect ' your summer props  to  sultevery boat 
Mette Aarvik, in the town of water and water and water home." Pick one up and 
Herane, she came as a young for washing clothes, heated study it. Remember to be and load condition. 
girl to the United Statas with in d large boiler on the kit. careful with fire. Ter raoe  Equipment Sales Ltd. 
her parents in the late,880s, chen range; washtubs and a This week there were 
.new The family journeyed scrub-hoard andhand ringer fourteen fires in the 
westward and arrived at made laundering a major Prince Rupert Forest • 4439 Lakeise ULU1249A 63S-63o,, ~Ai 
Chemainus, on Vancouver" task. Outdoor plumbing the District. ~"  i i 
Island about 1890, where her year around ' didn't do 
father, a bcathuilder, setup anything toadd to. home 14  7 . "  TERRACE MEATS .w  , shop and built, among comforts, and when sic]moss 71 OWNER I 
~hers, the sailing schooner struck the young family 
trade. The family arrived c~ dector't0"tS~.'Mto, homemadu . i 
the Skecna River in 1893, remedies had to be em- N ' " MASON i 
where her father .again set ploynd. MaRie was for- 
a beat huilding and repair to , to  in having, as nearby 
p in Port Essington. neighbours, the Anglican 
Matlieatteadnd school at the Missionary, Reverend 
Anglican Mission school in Marshandhlswife, andMrs.. 
Meth]mtin, staying at the Marsh having considerable 
homeoftheAnglicanBishop, nursing experien~. Such 
Father Hogan. In May1900 foods as oranges and 
she married Henry Frank in bananas were almost 
Port Essington, lived for the unknown, and even apples 
first eight years of their and other fresh fruits very 
married life. Their first scarce until grown at home. 
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Kingfisher North 
Development 
'.2 , , - . . '2  
"" V i/ 
~~' I I 'K INGF ISHER AVENUE ' " 
i ' 
17 Lots only, located at * Margeffs Street. A prestigious 
Development with full underground services and its own 
Parkland, In a quiet secluded area near the Golf 'Course. 
Alexander Elementary School is lust across the street. Various 
size lots, very reasonable priced. Bank financing available. horn, Luells, saw the light of Tending tlie home garden 
day in hospital in Port fell mostly to the lot of the 
Simpson, in February 1901. wife and older children as 
In January 1903 a son, Ivan, the man of the house was FOR I I FOHIY IH  P tE£SE C£1.L 
was bern, in September 1904 away working a ten hour " 
a sen, Floyd, and in Sep- 
,~ ,  ,~a daugh~r, T.V. p~iod on.talent NOW OWNED AHD OPERATED by J IM MASON A GLO VEN ENTERPRISES LTD. Belle, all born at home in was'scarce and also mostly 
Port Essington. In the home produced. THis was I He'll be happy to cut  what you want  
SlX'lsg of 1908 the family the pioneer life which MaRie 
moved up river on .the Frank. and' the few other ! ' Ug  a f te r  hours , , , , ,~- . , , , , ,  ~q@ "lgn@ 
sterawhceler, Port Simson,, women in tho new settlement 
arriving at Ebys Landing on faced in those early days. 
white family to settle on the deceased by her husband in 
land in the new settlement of 1958, and her sons, Ivan and 
Kitmmkalum. The home Jack, in ,966. L~t to menm 
they moved into~along the loss is Luells; Mrs. U 
|~teenA stJ]] stsnds and, ls Bronks at WhRerec*~ B,]e, ' ~ I C W i n g  ' "  ' 
son, o l~t~l  John Lewis, .Dorfl~, Mm S~tlh and 
was bern at home, the first Mildred,. Mrs. Wood, all in 
white .child bern in the Terrace. There.urea l so 17 
KRmun]mlum Volley. In grandchildren,. 35 great. U ,. INTO July 1913 mother daughter, grandchildren and '1 great, [ ~.~tt ~llak,spear~angssm 
Dorothy, was bern at home, great, grandchildren, I FOR 
andinMayof,931theleatof Servicoswerehe]dat.the MAL DI ING " [ 
her childre~ Mildred, was Kingdom Hall, and in- i 
hornin the hospitalin Prince terment in the family plot in 
Rui)ea't.wbereshowascared theKRsum]mlumoemetery. I " Mon-Thur-8a,m.-12p,m, i ~ 
[ , Fri-Sat-8a.m.-la.,.. I SPRING 
Chamber meeting ' " cLOSED Reservations, ' and 
p.m.'There will he a spse i la t  theeorrectwordingofau.cha ''';''' GRADUATION 
'meeting of Chamber on letter should the memmrs beet boffie ! Tuesday, May 23, at 12:00 approve. 
the Lakeise Hotel for ' 
-A representative is the lXU'pase of discussing the 
foUowl~ ,gent  issues, required from this Chamber ' . . : r~  J ' l~  
.Membership approval is to attend the B.C. Chamber presents VVJ .  R, £L  required for the B .card .of annual meeting in Vernon. , 
applieatlon for a bank loan in -I have accepted with 
theamount of$5000 to cover regret the reeigantion of 
eperatingfufidafortheflscel Treasur~ of the Chamber T I L E S  
year 1978, The Toronto This action {.eceasltatas ~he 
DominioaBankhes offeroda need for nominating 
loan at prime available in committee with an election- # ,_1_  
ineremmtsof$1000. Interest tohoheldatthereguinrJune 
oaly will be paid, monthly meeting. ' ' om e I r  t I l  
and the principal will I~. The above issues are 
repaid on or before March 
ex.elylmportanttothe & 632 22.44 ,oz,uT 31, 19'/0. . smoot5 operation of your 
-The retail committee of Chamber and require your DAHOING 
Chamber has . rec- participation i  the decision . i 
commended that we Send a making process. Your at- Reservations, at the Tudt)r up until 5 p.m. 
letter to Council on behalf of tmdance next Tuesday will , , c',,~.F;x 
our retail members asking greatly assist your Directors WED.-SUN, , 
W£4 ~t bylaw ,,~, the Shop ,~c.~l.onyo~b~l~e-- S a.m.-I a.m. , ,Ira= 239 C i ty  Cent re  
Closing Hours bylaw be through the Chamber. ~l#na AAP.7~on, - 
retaIned in,act.. Discussion Please plsn to attend. The 0it~ 0iF, ; _  _ _ _ _ _  
of this receommendatlon by meeting should he relatively 
our membershiop will aid in short, ' ~ ' 
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Mayor Dave Maroney cut the birthday cake at the Terrace Shopping Centre Saturday, 
celebrating 1O years of business. 
Theatre lacking in Canada, 
claims British'director 
'EDMONTON (CP) -- troversy surrounding his 
• Canadian theatre will have appointment, Cos said he 
to rely on international stars feels it is part of his duty to 
until it luarna to produce and encourag  e Canad ian  
promote its.own, says Peter, directors. 
Coe, newlyappainted artistic He would like to hire a 
director of Edmonton's young Canadian as ssseciate 
Citadel Theatre. director and set  up, in 
The British-born director, conjunction with the Canada 
whose appointment sparked Council and the National 
a protest from a Canadian Theatre School, a workshop 
actors' union 2hich said a fordirectorswhowonidwork 
Canadian should have .been closely with the Citadel. 
hired, said there is great The appointment ot toe 
potential for the growth of last fall angered the 
Canadian talent, and part of Canadian Actors Equity 
hisjobis tosee thatpotenllal Association, which wrote 
realized, letters to the theatre's board 
"What's really lacking in of directors, Canadian 
Canada, compared with government officials' and 
England or America, is John Roberts, secretary of 
commercia l  theatre- -  state, eontmdlng there were 
theatre which can provide Canadiansquaiified for the 
artists with really longterm job. 
runs/' he said in an inter- The federal immigration 
view during a recent cross- deparlment later ruled the 
country theatre tour. hiring procedure was .proper 
Commerdally successful and issued Cos a me-year 
theatre, as opposed to state- ' visa. 
subsidized theatre, provides Cce said the association, 
good salaries which would which represents Canadian 
encourage Canadian talent actors and some directors, 
'to stay in the country. 
The 48-year.old irector 
has had a long and snc- 
censful career highlighted by 
several hits on Broadway 
and London's West End in 
the early 1960s. He has 
directed productions of Oli- 
ver and The World of Suzy 
Wong and worked with star• 
including Topoi, Roy 
Dotrice, John Clements and 
Kalth Michel. 
ACTORS BADLY PAID 
Many actors are "very 
badly paid compared w i th  
the rest of the community," 
he said. Their salaries may 
seem big, but the work is 
often irregular, especially if 
there is n o commercial 
theatre. 
The shortage of com- 
merniai theatre in Canada 
has created a "colossal 
h a r d  work talent drain" to other i Translation countries. Canadian playwrights are 
often lucky to get one play 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  "People said,'What business Ms. Fischman ow is one produced, Coo said. "They 
Shalla Fischman had just do they have publishing of the veterans of the eventually drift away and d 
moved te Quchec and wanted English books? They should business, start writing for Charlie's 
to improve her French. So publish Quebecois books'." . Her !5th translation, Angels." 
she thought she would try First, he said, the critics Aquln's Nelge Notre, which Star.calibre actors and ( 
translating a French- ignored the French versions willhearthetitieofHamlet's directors leave the country 
CanadlunnovelinteEnglish. of English-Canadian novels, Twin in English, in about o undarereluetauttoreturnto 
I t  was fun, and a lot of although recently they have he published, less-luerative Canadian jobs. 
work. been getting more attention. She said translating a "The star system doesn't 
exist in Canada." ~. But she finished the traus- "How can we talk of novel .~ llke writing a wh01e q 
) l~uon, ~d i t  toa  publishei' national unlty when you have new l~nok' and' tramlatobs Coo, ~vhe takes :over. the • , 
;andJoinedtheselnctgroupo~ a country -~,~ro'ene half shouldgciequalbilling'~Ith Citadel from John Neville 
~p lewho translate literary knows nothing of the authors: "We don't want to June I, said he  hopes to 
works from ano official aw literature of the other? It's be anonymous. Translatlaa produce plays which can run 
gungn to another, beyond me. English Canada is a work of creation that for 16 to 18 weeks and tour 4 
• Until• few years ago, each Imows American literature should be judged as such. various Canadian cities such 
of Canada's two main better than Quebec "That means we are quite as Winnipeg, Vancouver 'and 
cultures had its favorite literature." happy to see our work Toronto. ' 
novelists and there was little It Ires not been easy for criticized as.well." WORKS WITH CANADIANS 
eruss-culturai ppeal, either publishing house to WORKS STRAIGHT Disturbed hy the con- 
• Then in 1973 the Canada find competent translators. THROUGH 
: Council began subsidizing And for Tisseyre, there's an How does she work? YOU-AN AUTO 
! trauslstious from English to added ifficulty. "I do the whole thing all at 
: French and vice versa---six "In Quebec, because so once and then go over it. I M E C H A N I C ?" 
emis a word.for works of many people speak English, don't take one chapter and Happily, of the more than 
.literary creation" where a lot of them take themselves pellsha~d polish it. 15,000 parts in the average 
the author, publisher and for translators," he said. "I once took an entire car today, only a small per- 
translator were Canadian. But the translation of week to come up with the centage regularly wear out or 
Within a short ime, irons- novels is not simple, first sentence in a novel, need. adjustment. You can 
had no right to intervene 
since it does not represent all 
the directors. He said the 
association should en- 
courage the importatio~ of
foreign expertise ff It can 
benefit Canadian theatre. 
PLANS TO STAY 
He said he expects to stay 
at the Citadel onger than a 
year- and will apply .for 
landed-immigrant status or 
for an extension of his visa 
before it expires June 1, 1979, 
The state of Canadian 
theatre, he said is can- 
aiderubly healthier than that 
of Britain, where financing is 
often insufficient, 
The Citadel, supported by 
municipal, provincial and 
federal governments a well 
as private individuals and 
industry, operates on a $1.25- 
million budget, he said, 
compared with the ~00,000 
budgets typical of many 
theatres. 
Coe's tour of Canadian 
theah'es i taking him to To- 
ronto, Edmonton,- Van- 
couver, and Winnipeg before 
"There's no such thing as a 
literal translation--or there 
shouldn't be, with rare ex- 
ceptions. A literal tran- 
slation" is a lousy tran- 
slation." 
A novel translator works 
with "levels of language and 
words and ideas." The meet 
difficult thing is getting the 
flavor of the language, 
particularly the dialogue. 
How do the authors react 
to their works in translation?' 
"If you write, you want to 
"The style, the form, they 
have to come through. If you 
aren't a talented writer 
yourself, there will 
necessarily be a drop in 
quality." 
Literm~j translaUon is not 
a big employer in Canada. 
The Association of Literary 
Translators, has about 50 
members and takes in Just 
about everybody inthe field. 
And in spite of the Canada 
Council subsidy, translators 
are not making money. The 
going rate is five cents a communicate," says Quebec 
word. This compares with 15 author Roch Carrier. 
cents a word for technical or "Translation opens a new 
not only save money by 
doing routine maintenance 
and minor repair work on 
these parts yourself, but also 
by knowing' where you can 
buy these parts. Here are 
your choices: 
• The parts department ofa 
new-car dealership that 
handles your make of car 
should have most mechanical 
parts for cars up to 10 years 
01d.."  
• Wrecking yards are a gooa 
source of parts that are hard 
to handle elsewhere, point 
out editors at Reader's Di- 
gest, wh'o have compiled 
"Fix-It-Yourself Manual" 
his return to England. 
"There's a great deal of 
activity, interest and 
potential talent hore," he 
lated novels began ap- 
pear~g on bookshelves. 
• The House of Anausi in To- 
* r~to end Le Cercie du Livre 
de France in Monti'esl are 
two publishing houses that 
have token advantage of the 
program. 
BEGINS COLLECTING 
"When the (Canada 
Council) decision was 
taken," said Pierre 
Tissayre, president of Le 
Cercle, "I said to myself, 'I' l l 
begin a collection'" 
Since then, English- 
Canadian authors like 
Margaret Laurence and 
MOrdecai Richler have been 
said. "All you 'have to do is 
see that all that is well 
used-and that's the Job of 
the artistic director." 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
arehexe. 
Honda Civic Sedan 
Test drive a Honda today a t  
TERRACE HOMDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, S.C. veG 11.8 
635-&$71 or 635-4325 
]E . IOND~nk • Dealer Licence NumbeP02066A 
I "  - --H-i-!-  - - - o 
q 
,< 
,< 
,< 
rq 
! 
i'm Pat 
your Iooal distributor 
for Kitimat, 
bi Get the paper delivered for only 
i $3.00 a month (½ price for 
I pensioners), to your door early 
every morning. "..~.?. 
) Read the local news with your 
morning coffee! 
For your classified ads, coming 
events, nobces or local news just 
call me... 
Pat Zelinski at 
6.32-2747 
t 
HOURS 7-9 a,m, 3-5 p,m, 
published in French in Le 
C, ercle's collectien-cailed 
Deux Solitudes. 
Tisseyre expected to run 
intoa lot of competition from 
other French- language 
publishers but, to his sur- 
prise, ida remained for a 
long time virtually the only 
French house publishing 
English-Canadian novels. 
:, His bookssellwall, he said, 
but that's partly because Le 
'Cercle concentrat~es on 
:: works that have done wall in 
English. 
! Ann Wall, president of 
• Anausi, said the firm has had 
in  ccess with the French- 
, Canadian books it has 
published in English, even 
though Ananai doesn't 
! always wait to see how the 
i book does in French. 
: Its first translation was 
i Roch Carrier's La Guerre, 
.Yes Sir l - -  which, in- 
aldentslly, was the book on 
i which Shells Fischman cut 
her teeth. 
~, To d~te, it has sold 48,000 
copies, which is a best-soller 
: however you look at it." 
Aannsi has also published 
the  late Hubert Aquin and 
Jacques Ferron. 
ALWAYS REVIEWED 
• Wall said Anansi books 
.have generally been well 
'received by the a'ities, But 
Tisseyre's experience has 
not been the sanie. 
"We've had to overcome a 
certain prejudice,'" he said. 
con~nercialwork, door." , that is available at book-~)  u n u n n v  I~o lnav  • 
stores. It's a money-savlng, y mv n IUHi "  rn :  use  T 
easy-to-follow book that gives A ' - - '  . . . . . . .  , ' A 
E V E R Y O N E  o_ ,oc, o on owo fix 1,001 things that can go wrong around the house. . . . . . . . * * * *  . . . / 
NEEDS TREES **  *******  • II . 
Loom ubs or Organizations or 
TO LIVE ! 
TREES..A GROWING CONCERN 
A CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
AND YOUR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
simply Local News 
Or Call us ~we will be happy to print your story. 
IMAMB OF FUNCTION 
IlIME IIILACE BAlrlE ~1( 
Po, .Ts oF ,mint  "t( 
~ 3212 ;m; re~ Kitinlat ~ .2~ 
• 
Terraoe/KitJmat Daily Herald Terrace 636-6367 or "q [ 
! 
J 
i 
I 
BEEF 
'¢  
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FIESTA- ASST'D FLAVOURS 
! 
B.C. GRANULATED-- 
ICE CREAM ISUGAR 
4 
UTRE 
4 
KG 
BAG 
.: ,, 
FAB-  POWDERED-LAUNDRY ~ETABLE 
ISHORTENINGI  
nN 
BONELESS, FULL CUT 
U 
CANADA GRADE 
k 
PER 
LB 
NEW ZEALAND , 
LOIN, LAMB 
CHOPS 
PER 
LB 
I 
"FIRST CHOICE" -- SLICED " 1 
SANDWICH~z ~l l  a,~l 
MEATS VA~_~I-a'il 
IN FOUR V A R I E T I E S ~  
OLYMPIC ' 5 POUND 
PORK ~"EE~E" P~ ~=1~ 
C ~  ~[ ]  
MAPLE LEAF BRAND 
4 ~ 
RERPB~ OZ 
STl i r IS  VAC t'KC; • 
MAPLE LEAF  - ,SL ICED 
(~OV'I'. INSPECTED AND APP 
BREAKFAS 
ISAUSAG 5LB FREEZER PI  
CALGONII"E BRAND-  AUTOMATIC D ISHWASHE  . . s  IFABR C ' FRENCH MAID -- LIQUID z LI ,I I IDAD'S BRAND -- OATMEAL I i BRENTWOOD- FROZEN'CHOICE QUALITY PEAS BAG[] U g J  I 1DAD'S" OA*"EAL'CHOCOLATE CH'P2~ozP~G 
DETERGENT %dW" I I 28OZPKG/  [] I ' LB .~ oz ~ox ~ [] I SOFTENER [COOKIES  4691 GREEN.~ ~ o l COOKIES  1,., 
~..,c SO~T~.~. "~ I"~U'A" -- O~O00.A.~ SO.~ I0~0'~....0-- W.,~.~ P~C~ I IW~.~.. ~,~Y -- F~.C~ CU~ I 'C'M~"'~ -- C.,C~E..000.~ 2:°1 ICOOKIES lS ,  Sl UP2 q9 : L ING 54 I IR ISH ~ ~J~ FROZEN . 2BARS IGREEN J151 SO FO. FREE PER PKG SPRING FOI l  O /  / 28 OZ PKG I I BEANS BAGI [] 0 FLOZ TINS J ~11 
P.,.-,.,O',VE, B.',NO--L,OU,O ]l M,'K BO.E'--LA.OE S,ZE IPOS*--HO.EYOOMB--',.~AKFAS' I [P,.E.,OOE FA.,,.S S',OEO 
I '~ i t~g 1.5 LITRE I I I"~J"~"~- 32 OZ , - - -  BO,. , t=o i  I - - -  =~¢,, ICERF~L 4191 [xovi= , oz 
D~m~mT~ ; - I  I BISCUITS l '~"l l  ,0oo,ox. [] j BREA~)  ~=59 
::IENCH MAID BRAND 
L IQUID 
BLEACH 
FL OZ 
JUG I 
',ALIFORNIA - -  VALENCIA 
)RANGES 
5 
POUND 
CELLO 
BAG 
Overwattea 
FOOD CENTERS 
KRAFT SMOOTH STYLE 
PEANUT 
IBUTTER 
1 48- - 'Y  
OZ 
TIN 
I lPOST -- SUGAR CRISP or 
I ALPHA BITS 
ICEREAL L it ~ . I l l  
4OO 
GRAM 
MIN WT 
BOX 
DOGWOOD - FROZEN 
FRENCH 
I~B I I~  STRAIGHT or 
r n l r ~  SHOESTRING 
2 
LB 
.BAGS 
CAUFE~NIA - CANADA NO. ONE - NEW WHITE 
POTATO 
SALADA -- ORANGE PEKOE 
TEA P~O 
BAGS OFoo 
OVERWAITEA 
INSTANT 
ICOFFEE 
6 
OZ• 
JAR I *~ 'm 
-HONEYMAID-GRAHAM INESTLE'S :- ENCORE BHAND - INSIAN! 
CHRISTIE'S 400GRAM PKG 8 9 [  WAFERS ICOFFEE :,, ' P J175  I ' JAI( , ~  
[] [ CONTAINS CHICKOHY ~._~I .~ 
CHRISTIES-- HONEYMAID- GRAHAM I [HUNT'S BRAND 
CRUMBS RQl lT°~T°  2 , 
400 ~.A. PKg." V V  I pASTE ~,.~,~o~. 
' ITOMA 0 A~I  I CONF.S ,':,~" dlOSl T ,, I SAUCE;L° ,q~/  PLL?_~N OR CO,OURED I I  • I 
IGREEN PEPPER~ =, =oF, so .o  
[ PER LB ] 
TERRACE 
3220 Eby Str~,et 635-5950 
.- WE RESERVE THE RIGH~TO LIMIT QUANTmES 
KITIMAT ° ' " " '  
t 
323 City ('entre 6{~2-2255 
: : :  • 
,. ,;: ~. ,-,~u'~=~', • 
) 
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to views. In tune with tcdaj s emphas~s on energy conservation MICROWAVE MAGIC: a six pound stander rib roast from the re- 
these slidin 8 patio doors of ponderosa pine have factory-instaliec fngerator to the table i~ lust an hour? It's posstble,wdh this new 
weatherstnpp~ng and double.~,ane =nsulahn~ glass to makeafamily countertop microwave oven Irom General Eloclnc which features 
RURAL ESTATE: 
Well lust about. How about 
this secluded 5 bedroom 
home on 2 acres of land. 
Everything a large family 
ooooo,oeOoooeeoeoo  
O . O 
• ,~" CHANNEL ~' - " .  , _-c~s,,,.E ~-," 
. : 6324721 e ° 
• ' • 
OFFICIAL BLOCK BagS.ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
• KITIMAT 
: "The  Per fo rmers"  : 
~ : HOME.S FOR SA.LE " : 
: J-43 - I)oub!ewide Mob,Io Homo : 
~"": " " ~/ : 27 Flnoh - I% Storey Revenue : 
4 Pe!rel - Single Family w/basement 
LAKELSE LAKE: : 76 i)arlson - Large Pre.s.lige Home : 
Working In Kltlmat and 
looking for.a home at - J-20- 2 Bedroom Mobile Home 
Lakelse Lake. How about g ~ Z 38-863 - Lahakas Ilarpeted 0ondo. this doublewide per. 
room more comfortable, sav~ on fuel costs and reduce damaginE a Defrost Plus cycle, could want and more. 2V2 manently set up In offshore • Un i t  condensabon. 
':":-':":":":":.':.':":":'.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:. : :;:;:;:::::::;:::;:::::.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::-:::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::P.::;:::: baths, welkin closets, 2 subdivision just oft hwy. 3 i • 
. . ~itlL ~[~ ~/~ :i fireplaces, double garage bedrooms one with ensulte. : 96 Stiklne" " - 3 Bedroom Bungalow etc. etc.. Luxury home. Wall to wall throughout. 
CLEANING. TIPS 3 • ~ ~ , , t~ .,ii Very private. Appointment of'9'll facilities.s38,000. Asking price 55 Starling Street - Immaculate : 
collect more  than their • ~ .... ' ............ ~',,....;..,~:"~:"~.> L" '~.~ . II .: . : 3 Bedroem Bungalow ' : 
weight in ( l~mt  and p[eture " ............. ' " - ' 20 Finoh Street - Single Unit 
Skyliner. Tremendo'ue potentJnl 
23 Heron Strut - Registered Duplex 
: fantast,o valu. : 
I ~ I Lots of room for a. large 
i bedroom basement suite. I family In this 12J(54 -2 : DOUGLAS CHANNEL "PERFORMS" : This home located on quiet bedroom trailer with large 
residential street. Suite WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
rents for $165 per month. : I~lP TY I 
Asking prile for this 5 year APPRAISALS- PR_.  ER . .  MANAGEMENT 
frames can 1)e thorouglfly 
a ,d  quickly cleaned I)y us- 
ing the s,lall round brush 
attachnsc.nt that coIn(.'S 
witJ~ =nest race•is.  
Cive yo.r c;wpetin~ that 
shampoo it m'('ds. Even if 
yo. v;tc,:mt n'guhu-ly. , I 
grolmd-in soil ;rod dirt I 3 room addition Including 
couhl w,.aken and dest:ov 1,2nd bath. 20x32 garage 
• | workshop. Priced to sell at 
t'arpet i'il)ers, old home is $43,000. p20,000. 
AS for )'olw i=olPeari)(.tcci • LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • 
. ., ~ ~ ::~::~<~::)::',~:~i~>~:.:i:'-~::~:~'~A'~;~=!;~,~: RECREATIONAL PROPI~RTIES LAKELSE LAKE: vinyl ,,r other ,me-wood . . . .  '~*~" *  . . . . .  ' • CANADA WIDEREFERRALSERVICE e " Summer cabins with lake frontage ranging from Jloor.% r(,lnov(, the wax 
buildup. Dust, dirt, and A house for good fami ly  l iv ing is of special importance to Park s20,000 to $30,000 located on west slde of lake. Vacant O MORTGAGE ADVICE 
grt,~tst, d,) get ~4rmmd it, to Avenue Realty ' Ltd. This 3 bedroom house meetsall the essential 'landwith80'offrontageandroadaccess. Buynowand 
spend your summer months on the shores of beautiful qF • 811(I 
qP 
the x,~lx, inaki||~ the thmr requirements of a growing fami ly .  Located in the Uplands area Lakelse Lake. • : ASSISTANCE ' : 
look dirty no matter h.xv only blocks f rom school, i t  offers the opportunity for t ra i l  hiking and 
,m= Don't Fool Around With HolfA Service • 
Talk To A Full Service Real Estate Office 
We Are Here To Help You. Professionaliy 
• CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUST TRY US 
Peooeeooeoooooooooe 
erie, yol~ wash it. The same bicycl ing to young boys and gir ls.  
~ndustri d-st'('ngt I ch'aner " 
that doesyour super ehor(,s Mother will especially appreciate the handy breakfast counter and 
"will remove we×. Just mop built-in dishwasher in thekitchen plus the wall to wall carpeting 
it on, h't it stand until the • throughout the house. 
wax softens, then inop up 
ohl wax, suds, and dirt. 
iFin;tllv, tnake your thmrs A large rec room with  kitchen faci l i t ies plus extra bath is a must If • .. 
,sp:trkh. with a ,ew (',at of there are  teenagers in the fami ly .  With the 2 extra bedrooms, the ":":":":":'.:'.:..:..:..:..:..:..:.~..:...~..:..:.~, or in other ol)x:ioiis p'la('t'.S. ~:. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' '"' • " ~..~dl ; to - wall ~ 'aq)eting ~ to~_v.our,.Jlgm[; fi~iil 
. . . .  ~ow to Ileal i~. [~fi Ih('~ w.'t¢ downstairs could be used as a separate guest suite. Off the rec room ~WA¥ FI~O.\I I lOME VahmMe clothillg, rugs, c.nn be applied -directly . . . . .  ,v..-T': :. : .... 
.x..:.~..~...:.~.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:. there is a large workshop and ut i l i ty  room with exi t  to the back yard. I)o ,.it leave door keys or furs should not lie h, ft over underlayment grade cases, your (!xisting heat- 
Before you discard any All  in'al l  a let of house for  only $52,000. trader tl.wt,r p-Is or door- on the line while you arc, plywood. 46 ing l)l;mt has enouglt ca- 
old dral) items around the mats, inside an wd.c.ked away from home. 45 pacity to heat a 16x20 foot 
housc, try bringing them Come and see us at Park Avenue Realty. ,n:~ilhox, eve," the doorw;Lv .:..:..:..:..:.~..~.:..:..:...~.:..:..:..:.¢..:..:.~¢. FJefore addin~ a n~,w additi(in. 4~ 
b~ck to life with color. 51 .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'-'.. . . . . . . . . . . .  ....,..*.~.-'.*;'.-*.'.-*.'.-'.'.;.'.~.'.-." . .. ... .... . . ................. •~;~°~;~;~;~`;~a.~;~;~;~;~;%~;~%%~;~*`;.%?~.~.~.~*~:~: :~:~:;:`k*~:;:;:`;.%*;:~.*;:~.%%*.~:~:~:~:~`*~:~:~:*.%:~:~:.:~:~.~:~:~:` 
@ @ @ @ @ @ @.:.,:..:...'.,:..:, . ..:..:..:.,:..:.:. 
'llglllliillilililliliilllilliliililililililllliilliillillliilllllililll 
i 
BEXECUTIVE  TYPE 
• HOME ~ lf you Ilkea large home In e quiet nelghbourhood, a 
property with many trees, 
• a garage, a workshop, you 
Bwll l  appreciate this 
• property. 
• It has 1344 square feet of 
l living space on one floor. 
• Splltlevel design provides 
I lextra privacy. The 
• basement Is fully finished. 
Llvlngroom has a rock- 
fireplace. Sundeck at rear 
of house. Appealing rock. 
• base fence In front.. Ask for 
• exclusive 852. Full price 
• $69,800. 
• MLS 298 2504 Craig Dr. 
• ]]very solidly built 1,400 sq. 
ft. same amount In wlth 
• ]]basement. 3 bedrooms o'rl 
• ]]each floor. Actually a 
lduplex with separate 
meters. Ample carpet 
throughout and an at. 
tractive fireplace has Just 
==been added to the main 
Ilifloor. Top value for $49,000. 
• A.E. Le 
MLS 2900 2678 Clerk Dr. 
REDUCED from S46,000 to 
$42,500 and open to offers, 
Two homes for the price of 
one almost. A 3 bedroom 
residence with attached 
garage plus a two bedroom 
compact home alongside to 
bring In revenue. Main 
residence'for an owner has 
1060 sq. ft. with separate 
utility, nlce kitchen and 
living room. Inquire for 
more details on this special 
listing. 
COMFORTABLE 
COUNTRY LIVING 
AttractLve 3.1 acre 
property on paved portion 
of Kalum Lake Road. 
Mostly level and nicely 
treed. On i* Is e well kept 
two bedrdom I~ouse, e large 
workshop.garage, end a 
small house trailer which 
could be rentedout. A good 
well provides plenty of 
water. Com,~ and see us. 
Ask for N~LS 2886, Priced 
NEWLY LISTED AT 4120 
BENNER ST. This ap. 
pealing home lust 
redecorated hoe 1,200 sq.ft. 
opaclous living room dining 
room and kitchen with 
built.In range end ()yen. 
Fu~l basement has second 
bathroom, 4th bedroom 
plus an entertainment 
room with second fireplace 
and newly constructed red 
vinyl settees which stay 
with the home. Workehol) 
In basement plus single 
carport. Resldencelson on 
87'x1~' lot end an ad. 
dltlonal 81' lot beside Is 
Included In this excellent 
730 MULLER EXCL. 753. 
Reduced In price to S35,000 
and owner will consider all 
offers on this well built 
duplex. Two bedrooms 
with kitchens, living rooms 
end bathrooms. Concrete 
rlngwall, drilled well, new 
septic tank, some ep. 
pllcances Included. Good 
revenue property In central 
at $40,000. 
Pag e Limited Coast 
Lovely residence, two•]] 
finished floor of dver 2000• 
sq. ft. wrap around patio, • 
two fireplaces, two i l  
bathrooms, living room== 
and family room. $ car. i 
peted bedrooms, attractive• 
. exterl0r of brickwork and•]] 
cedar with white stucco. 1 
Good value for $65,000. 
location In Thornhlll.. only $G4,000. • 
Coast Real Estate Service • 
Exceptionally attractive 
and clean 3 bedroom home 
in Uplands area. Features 
wall to Well carpeting, 
fireplace and ensulte off 
master bedroom, 
Economically heated by 
natural gas, 1140 sq. ft. 
Asking price $S8,000. Call 
Horst or Chrletel for an 
appointment to view, 
Modular home In excellen:l 
condition, 1248 sq. ft., 4 
bedrooms,  enou I te  
plumbing, wall to wall 
carpeting. ThlSlo an ox. 
ceptlonel well kept 
property in the Queensway 
srea. Priced to sell. Call 
Horst or Chrle~el. 
A master bedroom large 
enough to accomodate your 
suite adjoining ensuite 
facilities end featuring ' 
Patio doors direct onto a 
sundeck. Many other 
extras make this 3 
bedroom, family home 
unique end an excellent 
Look no more. Here Is e 3 
bedrooms bungalow, 1050 
sq. ft., full basement, 
carpets throughout, built.In 
kitchen range. The lot Is 
landscaped and fenced. 
To huy. Listedet $65,000. Call. Asking only $35,000. 
THREE FOR PRICE OF:  Frank fi)r an appointment, view cell Horst Godlinski 
ONE ' 
/~odern family home. TWO:l I ~ x e c  ~ ~ a t  6 3 5 ! 5 3 9 7 .  bedroom rental house. 
Industrial ot on hlwoy 16. i 
The family home has • ful l• 
basement. All rooms ere == 
large. The rental house has • 
two' bedrooms and e~ 
garage. The portion• 
having the houses .faces== EQulet area, spacious - - ' - -  " - -  ~ I " I  Quiet living. If you value In 
River Drive. It Is fully==• rooms and talkative decor, 
landscaped. The vacant rna,ke this home ex.. It. Two bedroom 
two.third acre portion o f :  :eptlonal.. Asking $66,500 bungalow, 7S0 sq. ft., wall 
properly being Industral sad open to acceptable towallcerpetlng, largelot, 
zoned faces hlway 16east. : ~erms. Call Kelly today close to centre of town. All 
Good new water well. • tnd make an oppeintment for only $27,000. Call Horst 
Exclusl.ve 043. Priced a t•  to view. 
e home at low price, this Is 
o r  Chrlstel. 
Only one on the blockl 
Penobode construction full basement, 1190 eq. ft. 
Including the two stall Has three large bedrooma, 
garage. Four bedrooms, onsuite plumbing and 
two fireplaces and West. natural gee heating. The 
view Drive location make nicely* landscaped I01 
this home e muston your makes this in attractive 
viewing list. Call Kelly D. ProPerty. Asking 1145,400. 
Squires and lets have e To view call Horlt or 
look. sChrlotol. 
Ideal family home . 4 
bedrooms, large living 
room, dining room plus 
wrap around sundeck. 
Another added feature . 
Mother-in.law .suite on 
ground level. 6eeutlfully 
landscaped yard and large 
carport: Drive by - 4614 
Hillcrest •Avenue then 
phone Frank'for an appol. 
ntment to view. 
Rural setting. Cozy 3 
bedroom home on 1/= acre 
lot. Has fireplace and 
carport. Asking $47,500. 
Phone Prank. 
Ur ~.nrl|Tel. 
ia AFTER @FIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI  - 635-5397 
FRANK SK ID•ORE . 635-5691 
Looking or a home In 
Thornhllll' Heroe a three 
bedroom home on • large 
lot and puhll¢ water 
system. Ownoro wlsh • 
quick sale and have priced 
this home accordingly. 
AskinCS2g,000, Call Kelly; 
or come in and check our; 
"Reaiscope" dlspiay, " 
t 
KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-7616' 
CHRI_~TII¢I P.¢llrtl IlUCl/J ,,Je e,,,,. 
4 • 
right .to classify ads under 
• appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
dofermine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or rele¢t any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 daysafter the firSt 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Horold In the event of failure 
to publish en advertlsement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing. In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be Ilmltecl to the 
amount ~ald by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in. 
correct insertion for the 
portl0n of the advertising 
.Ipace occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
end that there shall be no 
iJabllity to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
~uch,advertis!ng. 
• Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vartlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlenallty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
• his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition Is 
iustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
19.HELP WANTEB - 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon..Frl. m~rnlngs 
PUBL ISHER 
'Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By CBrrler ruth 3,00 
By CBrrler year 36,00 
By Mal l  3 ruth 12,00 
By Mal l  6 ruth 211,00 
By Mai l  year 40,00 
Senior Citizen year  
30,00 
ik'ltllh Commonwealth and 
United stets of Amlrlca: 1 
year SHOO. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C.., 
VSG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112,604,635,6357 
HOME DELIVERY. 
Terreoo & District 
" Thornhlll & District 
Phone 63~.~97 
I :C0,MIN(;I E_VE~TS 
16. 
" LOST ~"  
~; ' . .  
~epreeentatlves from the 
• B,C, Ministry of Education, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace" 
tO attend an early childhood 
dacum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
• College, Wednesday, June 7, 
1970 7 p.m. 
They wish to talk to the 
p~ople In the community 
about early chlldhoed 
• training programs, 
49, .-HOMES ~i : 
.FOR SAlE 
IA AUTO..METAI 
2.Hwy. 16W. • 
I011(. 635 ~6571~" : 
:~., B.C: V~G ~L, 
" Licence Nt 
oo~911 A .i. The'Annual General Meeting 
o f  the Terrace Concert, 
A~eoclatlon will be held In 
the~Terraca Public Library 
'Art Room, .on Thursday, 
May 2S.at 6,~ p.m, New 
Members are Welcomel 
I J , 
B',C,O.A.P.O. - Annual. Fall 
b lear ,  November 16th 
!970, Arena Uenquet Room 
I 
Centennl;q Christian School 
holds a Garage Sale at Doe's 
Cartage Saturday, May 27 10 
! gp.m., Please br ing  
donations of phone 635.6904 
for pickup, i 
CLASSIF  lED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 92.00 per 
~nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been,set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents plck up. 
SI.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY' 
Rotel svallable upon 
request.. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line., 
Minimum charge SS.50 per 
Insertion. .',~. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSl ENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
93.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
-1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of f~.00 on i l l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
Ss.00:productlen charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received onl 
month or more after event 
S10,00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.90 
Funarale 9.50 
Cards of Thanks 9.50 
MemorlaJ Notices , 5,50 
PHONE 639.6357 
C.Iosllfled Advertising. Dept. 
The regular ,  montSly 
meeting of the Terrace 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Clubwlll be held on 
Wedneedoy, May 24 pt 10100 
e,m, for a coffee party, The 
address Is 5126 Souclo Street. 
For further Information 
please call 635.6764. ' 
Kermoda Theatro'TB, the 
B.C, High School Drama 
Festival will take plied In 
the R.E.M. Lee Thutre May 
lO.20at 8 p,n. The molnstage 
'Showcosa' consllts of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
• ludlcetlon. TIc~ets available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library, 
An exhibition of batik work 
by Doreen Dufresne will be 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Art association In the library 
Arts room untll May ,27. The 
Public can view this show 
during library hours. 
The Terrace Art 
AsSociation invites you to 
attend a slide show and 
poffery exhibition by Jeanne 
Sarich on Saturday, June 3, 
in the Terrace Library Arts 
Room at 7 p.m. The slide 
Show starts at 8:15 p.m. 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In. 
terest Qf promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
Raise Your Energy. A 
lecture by Dr. Carious 
Mason, Hypoglycemia and 
Biochemistry Expert. The 
meeting will be held May 
24th at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace Little Theatre. If 
you notice In yourself some 
degree of continuous fatigue, 
Irr itabil ity, nervousness, 
depression, Insomnia, 
skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1: 30.3:$0 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre .on the 
fourth Friday of every 
• month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and, Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
polntment only. * 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
• Classes are held throughout" 
the year at intervals fop 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registra.flon. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
headaches you may like ,to Nursing care in the home for 
learn from Dr. Mason a those who need it on referral 
natural way to heal yourself. 
Anyone Interested in im. 
proving their health is en- 
couraged to come. 
The • Mount Elizabeth 
Parents' Committee will be 
heldldg their annual general 
meeting on Monday, June 
5th at 7:30 p.m. in the 
cafeteria at Mount 
Elizabeth. The guest 
speaker, Mr. Dale Fltt!ck, 
District Superintendent, will 
explain the report from the 
recent External Observation 
Team who were in  our 
District a few weeks ago. 
This team met with various 
officials In the District as 
well as teachers and parents, 
end their comments were 
to the District. reported beck ' 
There WI!I be election of 
officers for the next school 
term and anyone Interested 
In this Committee and their 
child's education Is Invited to 
attend. Brief reports on the 
Commlftee;s activities over 
the past year will also be 
given, 'It Is hoped that many 
Interested parents and 
teachers will attend this 
meetlr~g, Remember June 
5th at 7:30 p.m. 
Skeena Fall Fair Association 
Is having a bedding plant 
sale, vegetables and flowers. 
Lions Park In Thornhlll at 
the bern, May 271h at 9 a.m. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 615.7599 
OR 
415.77|1 
(~)  
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4yearold children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. .Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held ~very Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
~ANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be. pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will bedone by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638-?155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term. 
Care. 
AiD TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup .service phone 
635.5320 or 6~5.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11100 
a.m.. and 3:00 p,m. Thank 
you. (no) 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 14. BUS INESS•  
ml|erible? Do you con. PERSONAL~ 
stontly yell at your children, . . . . .  
or hit them, or find It hard to - -  ~ : 
control yo~r angry feelings Odd jobs for the iobiess. 
toward them? Phone 635.4535. 3230 Kalum 
P;I.C,'I goal Is to help you (ctf) • , 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you really ~ ~  
want to be: 
All Inquires absolute y LTD. (Was Andrews) 
cohfldentlal. Backhoe Work I • 
The hlste~ department at Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Northwest Community 
College will be orpnizln8 a SKEENACENTRE 
HHe6 of open dlsonsslon Skeena Centre offers to the 
meetings on "Why "Senior Citizens of the 
, l  4 l  Revolutions? 1 Why Terrace and Thornhlll area 
I P  Wan? I a dose¢ look at the the following services.. 
interre lat ion between -Act iv i ty Centre for han. 
politleal, soel~l and dlcrafts 
economic .factors in • Day Care for working 
dome,tie and international .people 
relations in the 20th century. • Drop.in for companionship 
Anyone' Interested I s  & coffee, 
welcome to attend the first Monday thru Friday 't!14. 
meeting bn Thursday1 May Transportation available. 
181fromT.10p.m.lnroom206 Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
on the eolleM campus to 639.g2~ 
watch and discuss SO 
minutes of animated films on 
"The History Book" which 
focus8s on the time period 
from the 1800'8 to today, 
This Is a f~'ee community ~ 
servlm which will continue 
until J ,  ne 15. 8 In the Sksana Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
Wednesday June 7th will be 639.3747~or 635.3023. 
the last .Terrace Art 
Association Picture Loan :)ksana District Gin Guides 
until September 6th. Pain. 
tings should be returned by 
7:30 p.m., to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room so they 
can be put on.display for area, Girls between theeges 
selection. Arrangements can of 14 and 18 who are In, 
then be made fo~" the sum.* terested please call 635.3o61 
mer 'monthS rentals, or 639.1269 (ctf) 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available • custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635;9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical end Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
639.|176 
(ctf) 
WllgM Wi t¢ l fa  meetil~v 
held every Tuesday i t  7 p,m, 
M the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 LoIMIo Avenue. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
A white short haired male 
would like to announce the cat wlth very blue eyes. He's 
opening of a Land Ranger one year old. Missing from 
CompJny In the Thornhlll lower Albatross area. Any 
Information would be ep- 
prec ated. Contact 69 Brant 
St., Kltimat or call 632.2924. 
(stf) / ! 
Lost. Brown framed'glasses; 
black arms with e hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 635.2490 (p5.1) 
THE HERALD, Tuesday. M~v ")1. lo7n oAn:  ~, 
For Sale: P!ano, quality 
. model Yamaha under 2 
, years old, built in Dampp. 
KItimatChild "' Chaser, In excellent con- 
" Development Centre dltion. CCM "Swinger" 
requires S~pt. 1st 1978 bicycle, age 4.6. Phone 635. 
PRESCHOOL SUPER- 5024 (p3.16) 
VISOR 
Experience preferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June I 1970 Sale or Trade: 4 lots on 
to: Paquette St. will trade on 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, backhoe, tractor or what 
Executive Director, have you? Also 25' motor 
Child. Development Centre, home 
172-3rd St. Kitimat, B.C. vac 1974 Chev Impala 2 door 
2HS H.T., p.s., p.b., phone 63,5. 
(CI2.7th f.ju.) 6692 (E.O.D..2) 
36. 
REQUIRED FOR HIRE 
Painting Contractor . . 
complete re.painting ot ...... 
approximately 90,00( HEAVYDUTY EQUIP. 
square feet of interim MENT MECHANIC  
walls. Some minor drywall DESIRES: 
repairs required. Paint tc Steady work in Bulkley 
be supplied by contractor. Valley, Terrace Area - 
Tools and other repair Government certified 16 
materia ls to be supplied by years experience in 
contractor, logging, mining, oil field 
support. Last 3 years 
For more information, see supervisory. Call C. 
specification at School Hofmann 325-1305 Van- 
Diktrict No. 92 (Nisgha) couver, anytime. (cS-16) 
otfi¢es in Terrace or New 
Aiyansh. For Hire: • Wanted labor 
(c$-18) " " work will work long hours if 
necessary. Has class S B.C. 
Full or part-time. Here is an license. Phone 635-2171 (pS- 
opportunity to earn extra. 
money, $6 - sa,per hour. 
Training is available, For 
interviews Call Marnie 635. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) Purebred registered yellow 
Labrador, 1 year old. Best 
Stationary Engineer 3rd offer. Phone 635.3904after 6 
Class required to operate a (p5-20) 
steam plant on a shift basis 
at a Planer located in Prince 
George. Lumber Industry 
experience preferred. ~ 
I.W.A. rates with full 
benefits, for further details Wanted to buy second hand 
and interview contact The large size propane frldge in 
Pas Lumber Co. Ltd., Box good condition. Phone 635- 
879, PrinceGoorge, B.C. V2L " 4885 (c5.20) 
4T8. Phone collect weekdays Wanted: 1 Queensl'zed bed, 
9-3:30 563.3651 (c3-16) good condition. 635-6843 (p3- 
1"he' Terra(:e & Distr ict  ' Wanted to Buy: A 19' or 20' 
Community Services Society Riverboat. Wood or 
would be pleased to receive aluminum with jet motor. In 
applications for the position .good condition. Please 
of a Crisis Line 'and Volun- phoneB~8.1613 days, 635.$937 
tear Co-ordinator. after 6 p.m. '(ctf) 
This Is a part.time position 
funded by the "Ministry of 
Human Resources. The 
applicant should be 21' Boston Whaler w th Twin 
knowledgeable of com. Merc 800, 20'•Smoker Craft 
munlty resources, have.good Riverboat with Mere 50 842. 
organlzaf, lonal skills and 5589 (p5.18) 
ability to i~late to pao~le and 
community needs. 1974. 22' fibreglass c~ulser 
and trailer, .91/= h.p. auxllary, 
Appllcatlon.s may be medeto .,~:lepth sounder, trim tabs, 
the Ter r~ & District radios and all necessary 
Community Services Society fishing tackle. Price S13,500 
4603 D Park Avenue, firm phone 632.6003 (c3. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1VS. 10,12,16) 
Closing date for submission 1975,50'h.p. Johnson, electric 
Is June 9, 1970. start, steering, controls 
• $1,000. Or motor and 17' 
Roy Greening aluminum run.about, with 
Chairman trailer S2800. Phone 632.4226 
Terrace & District Com- after 5 p.m, (cS.20) 
munlty 
Services Society 
1976 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
9500.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m, 
(fin) 
For Sale: 19'76 Honda 
Goldwlng 1000 Excellent 
condition, Phone 635.3831 or 
view at 4404 Welsh. (p10.3) 
One 7mm msg Alpine 
Supreme $200 1 30.06 $200, 
Brand new, 1 22 Cooey Model 
600 $30, 1 Merlin 3030 model 
366C S135, 8am 98 $35 New 
2409 Apple St. (p5.17) 
FOR SALE: 1962 Michigan 
Loader, Model 75 A 1400x24 
Michelin Tires with new 
, recap spare. New motor 1975 
Gravel bucket S7000. Con. 
tact Paul at 632.2151 (AS. 
20) 
'1966 
PLYMOUTH 
Station Wagon, 
Very clean 
S350 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house 
with carport. On large 
landscaped lot with gardm 
space and fruit trees. 
Greenhouse with 2 sheds. 
Asking $25,500 for ap- 
pointment to view phone 635- 
7014 (c5-12) 
Executive house for sale: 
1600sq. ft. with double car 
garage on 1/2 acre well treed 
lot. Near school and stores. 
3 bedrooms, 3 fireplaces, 11/3 
baths, family room on main 
floor, sunken living room, 
fully carpeted. Leaded with 
extras, full basement. 
Priced for quick sale owners 
transferred. 638.8297 after 
3:30 (c5-20) 
According to our 
ctmlmners, it's the 
best deal in town. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
~ . TERRACE HONDA SALES 4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L8 
. . . .  635-6571 or 635-4325 
Z--ZOZ~T]D~ Dealer Licence Number 0~066A 
DISTRIOT OF TERRACE 
NO, TIOE 
REZONING 
Notice is hereby given that a Publ ic  
Hear ing w i l l  be held on proposed Zoning 
Amendment  By- law Protect N0. ADP.02- 
7818, 
The proposed amendment  Js as fo l lows :  
Rezone trolls R3 Residential to P1 
Admin is t ra t ion  & Assembly Distr ict  
the fo l lowing land contained w i th in  
D.L.  838, Plan 1105: 
.. NI/2 of NI/2 of Lots 12 & 13 (4529Oison 
Avenue)  
..  Sl/2 of N1/2 of Lots 12 & i3 (3412 Ka lum 
Street)  
• . N!/2 of $1/2 of Lots 12 & 13 (3408 Ka lum 
Street) i  
$1/2 of Blocks 14 & 15 (3330 Ka lum 
Street) . 
N1/2 of Blocks 14 & 15 (4519 & 4523 Olson 
Avenue)  
Thl~ proposed By . law may be v iewed by any 
and a l l  persons,  requ i r ing  more specif ic 
in fo rmat ion ,  dur ing  regular  business hours 
et the Mun ic ipa l  Hal l .  
The Publ ic  Hear ing w i l l  be held In the 
Mun ic ipa l  Council Chambers, 3215 Eby 
St reet ,Terrace,  B.C. on Monday,  May  29th, 
1978 at  7:00 P.M. 
Any and a l l  persons having ~n, interest  in 
the proposed Zoning Amendment  By . law 
Project  No. ADP.02.7818 shall take notice 
and be governed accordingly,  i 
E.R. Hal lsor  
C lerk-AdmlnistratDr  
Complete Seleotion of 
1978 MAZDA 
OANOPY FOR 
IMPORT TRUOK 
1973 FORD 
GRAM TORINO 
Station Wagon 
,2 oo 
Now In Stook 
1974 MAZDA 
BI800 PU : 
With GEM 
top canopy 
'UDs 
Stamp and Coin collectors 
New Stock 1978 coins and 
stamps have-arrived In. 
eluding the Captain Cook 
Bicentennial presentation 
Set. 
Terrace Drugs and 
Lakelse Pharmacy, 
(A10.2) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITUREt r~ 
For excellent prices~ on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor, a t  FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
,I¢14 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF)' 
When George . II of 
England died, hundreds 
of locks of women's hair 
were found among his 
possessions, 
1974 DODGE IURT i~  
SWINGER I 
2 Door H.T. E 
s2,995__.,j 
1974 DODGE 1976 MAZDA 
MONAGO ! 3 008 
4 Dr, H,T, ~ n~.. ~. . . . . .  
92,99§ 
1971 FORD 
F100 PICK~UP 
q,250 
2 Door Coupe 
'2,99D 
'1910 CHEV 
BLAZER 
4x4 4 speed 
'2,600 
1962 WILbYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is 
'960 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
$200 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Dr. H.T. 
'990 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION. 
WAGON 
'8600 
1973 FORD 
EOONOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
,2 oo 
MAZDA 1975 DODGE I 1974 
PICKUP BI900 MOTOR HOMEII 
Red VANGUARD I 
92,290 912,900 I 
1971PARD i,,4VALUANT i 
MUSTANGMACKI 4 Dr. Scamp JJ g 
9900 92,296 l 
1972 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Extras 
'1,600 
f 
t '  
e 
~" 
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3 bedroom house for sale: Salvage Blds to be taken on a 
1200 sq. ft. basement suHe, 1975 Volkswagen Beetle. On 
total revenue from basement an as Is, where is basis. For 
and upstalrs$50Omo. Owner more Information contact . . . . . . . .  
"°x" ° " "  I - -° l  market price. Phone 635. St. or 635.7173 1C9- ~c~=~ ~o.,,t,,
2153. (p1-16)  7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25) 
S bedroom home 1411 Maple Sealed tenders for the 
St. ~A~$25,000phene635- 74 Mazda S.W 808 piston following stand tending 
635-5945 evening (el0-17) engine. Phone 638-1842 after contract(s) will be received 
• 6 (sitS.17) by the District Forester, 
For Sale: 1018 sq. ft. 3 Ministry of Forests, Prince 
bedropm homeon V= acre lot, For Sale - 1956 Ford pickup, Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
fully fenced and treed, at. aiao 1976 ~50~e VZ and e 327 shown below. 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. ca. in. motor, 1976 GMC 4x4 1. Contract ST 1031-6-5 CR 
shed, root cellar, Asking pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat Located Salvus "A"  Ranger 
$42,000. Phone 635.4790 after snewmobUe, all thin@ must District 4, Terrace Number 
6. go as owner is leaving town. Of hectares 16.0 Viewing date 
(CI0.8) phone 635-5687 after S (pl0- May 25, 1978, leaving Ranger 
17) Station at 09:00 a.m. 
1200sq.ft. home with lots ot 1978Mazda pickup 17000km. NOTE: Viewing of the 
extra features. Such as: Phone 635.3354 (pS-20) stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
Bay window, hardwoo¢ 
floors, stone fireplace, Salvage Sale: 1976 GMC contract is.ls not mandatory. 
master ensuife, and co1¢ Window Van. 400 cu. in. 'Deadllne for receipt of 
storage area in basement engine, auto., trans., air tenders is 3:.30 p.m. June 1, 
for vegetables. Well in. conditioning, p.s., p.b., 1918. 
sulated and double win- deluxe vehicle. For further Tenders must be sub- 
dows. Good soil on large information please call mlffed on the form and in the 
61'x153'fenced corner lot; Parmelee and Nelson envelopes supplied which, 
With beautiful trees. Close General Insurance Ad- with particulars, may be 
to all school and downtown lusters.' at 635-3900 or 635- obtained from the Forest 
shopping. Will sell fur. 7910 Bids will close Friday Ranger(s) Indicated; or 
nlshed or unfurnished. May 26, 1978. (c3-18) from the District Forester, 
Priced in low 50% Phone Ministry of Forests, Prince 
~15-3071 for appointment. 1974 F10OPU.4x4, p.s., p.b., Rupert, B.C. 
(c5-17) auto, canol)Y and 5 extra The lowest or any tender 
tires. Camper window 56,000 will not necessarily be ac. 
miles. Excellent condition, cepted. 
,BAtter 5:30 636-1520 (p5-20) (c5-16) 
I (~  I~0vl~c4of M*nistryof COklmbla Forests 
1975 GMC Sierra Grande V= 
2 bedroom house in town for ton Phone 638.1651 after $ Sealed tenders for the 
quiet couple, Phone 635.699S p.m. (c5-20) following stand tending 
or 635.5727. contract(s) will be received 
(C5-19) ForSale: 1973Ford F100VS, by the DistrictFor~ster, 
p.s., p.b., low mileage and Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom radial tires. Phone 6356815 Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
house by two working girls, or view at no. 12-4625 shown below. 
Call 635.5457 635.3604 (p3-16) Graham Ave., Terrace, B.C. 1. Contract ST 1031-7.4 J.S., 
(p1.16) R.F. Located Lakelse No.3 
Reliable couple with young -Unit C Ranger DIstri.ct 
child needs 2 or 3 bedroom Movingmust sell: 1970 AMC, Terrace Number ef hectares 
house or apt. for June 1st. Hornet, 6 cyl, 3 spd., new 11.6 Viewing date May 24, 
Preferrably semi furnished clutch and tires. Excellent 1978, leaving Ranger Station 
near downtown. Call 638- cend. 3728 Pine (p3.16,18,19) at 9:00 a.m. 
1785 (p3.16) NOTE: • Viewing of' the 
1970 Mustang for sale. Best stand tending site prior to 
Wanted - -  rent to own, 12x54' offer Phone 635-9286 (p3-18) submitting a tender for this 
or 12x68' trailer, 3 bedrooms, contract is mandatory. 
Phone 635-7053. Deadline for receipt eli 
(C3-17) tenders is 3:30 p.m. May 31, 
1978. Wanted to Ren*: Furnished 
cabin on highway side of Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 2. Contract ST 1031.7.3 J.S., 
Lakelse Lake for 3 or 4 bedroom furnished trailer, R.F. Located Lakelse No.3 
months. Must have elec- dishwasher, fridge, stove, Unit B Ranger District 
triclty, water and telephone washer, dryer, china cabinet Terrace Number of hectares 
hookup. Phone 635-7930 (p4- etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 0.0 Viewing date May 24, 
20) 635-3248 (clm.Ju 17) 1978, leaving Ranger Station 
B~t k~ r.olumWa Fo¢.,tl 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry'of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031-9-1 J.S. 
Located Chlndemash West 
Ranger Distrlct Terrace 
Number• of hectares 22.0 
Viewing date May 26, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders' is 3:30 p.m. June 1S, 
1978. 
2. Contract ST 1031-9-2 J.S. 
Located .Chlndemash ."A" 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 11.0 
Viewing date May 26, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the. 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract ismandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
1978. 
3. Contract ST 1031-9.3 J.S. 
Located Chindemash "B" 
J Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 11.0 
Viewing date May 26, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand fending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for recelpt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitted on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars,, may he 
. obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Minlstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will n'ot necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(cB-m 18,19,22,23,24) 
I 
T IRED OF  BE ING 
VICTIM 
Act ress  G lenda  
Jackson, in the Toronto 
at 9:00 a.m. area to make the movie 
SEALED TENDERS for the 
construction of a Group 
Housing Unit at New 
Aiyansh, B.C. wil l  be 
received at the Architect's 
offices 1777 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 1V8 or 
at S.D. No.92 (Nlsgha) Board 
Office, 4548 Lakelse Street, 
Terrace, B.C. on or before 
4:00 p.m. P.D.S.T., Wed. 
nesday, May 31, 1978 at 
which time they will he 
publicly opened. Tender 
documents may be obtained 
from the Architects (Deposit 
, ¢,25.00 refundable) or from 
the School Board Office. 
They may also be viewed at 
the following exchanges:. 
Amalgamated Construction 
Association of B.C.,.2675 Oak 
Street, Vancouver. 
Construction Plan News 
Service, ,3765 Myrtle Street, 
Burnaby. 
Southern Interior Con- 
struction Assoc. 7i0 Laval 
Crescent, Kamloops. 
Southern Interior Con- 
struction Assoc. 535 
Lawrence Ave., Kelowna. 
Southern In ter io r  Con- 
struction Assoc. 185 
Lakeshore Dr., Pentlcton. 
Prince George Construction 
Assoc. 3851- lath Ave. Prince 
George. 
Terrace Construction Assoc. 
4931 Kelth Rd. Terrace. 
School District No.92 
(Nlsgha) reserves the right 
to re[ed the lowest or any 
tender. 
Mr. J. McMynn, Sec. Treas." 
School District No.92 
(Nlsgha) 
4548 Lakelse Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1P2 
(c2-17) 
16 foot travel trailer, Fair 
condition. $425.00 2409 ,Apple 
Street. 
(C.5.19) 
For Sale: 9V20kanogan 
Camper. 'Stove, oven, fur- 
nace, 3 way fridge, separate 
bathroom, Phone 635-4700 
after 7 p.m. (p4.16) 
1973 Parkland Tent Trailer. 
Sleeps 6 c-w propane heater 
and stove. Twin bottles, 
icebox, wardrobe, large 
1 or 2 bedroom suite. 
Responsible woman with one 
child. Phone 638.1131 days 
635.3904 ask for Jan (p3-16) Simpson Rd, Thornhill. contract is mandatory. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, Deadline for receipt of D ILLER FOLLOWS 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., tenders iS:3!30 p.m. May 31, MAJORS . . . /  . . . . .  ); 
635-7117 (ct f )  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,we.- • ; .~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  Phyllis- i- Diller:.~'~: isa 
• 3. Contract • ST 1031-7.2 J.S., following in Fa'rah '~ 
FOR RENT: Commercial ImmedlateDelivery R.F. Located Lakelse No.3 Fawcett-Majors' foot- 
building'2500 to 5000 square 1978 Factory built 2 or 3 Unit A Ranger District steps by promoting hair 
feet in downtown Terrace, bedroom 14' wide or double Terrace Number of hectares products on TV--if the 
located at the corner of wide. Delivered and set up 10.0 Viewing date May 24, products call make her 
Lakelse and Emerson St. to your location. 100 percent 1978, leaving Ranger Station attractive, they must 
ct G. McConnel1635.4948 (A5- financing available OAC. at 9:00 a.m. work. NOTE: • Viewing of the 20) Gov't grant of $2500 ap- 
plicable. Free round trip to stand tending site prior to 
Vancouver. For Inquiries submitting a tender for this 
please phone collect Parker contract Is-is not mandatory. 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635-7540 or 635-2056 
(cffju4) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000'and $1900. Two lots 
only left. Onewlth creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 48.4 phone" 
339.4736 (cSO.lulyl) 
PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder - 956.4110 or write 
Box 020, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2R0 (pa.may 12F) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(IO3.1) . ' " 
118 acres; excellent soil, 
deluxe mobile home. 24x60. 
1,440 sq. ft. floor space. 12x30 
Joey shack. Good Well, 
landscaped.Old Reran -- 
price.s35,000.00, phone 635- 
6926. (P5.16) 
For Sale: Prince Rupert. 
Established business In 
excellent condition. Paint, 
wal lcover ings,  carpet, 
ceramic tile, cabinets, 
drapery, etc. Sales approx. 
$150,000 - could triple with 
some out of store promotion. 
Priced to sell due to priority 
Interested. Phone 627-1175 
evelngs only. Serious potties 
only please (c5-16) 
57; 
'AUTOMOBILES. 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638.1463 (off) 
1975 Matador 4.door, radial 
tires, 2 extra winter tires. 
$3,500.00, phone 635-3020. 
(P5-19) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom NOTE: Viewing of the Lost and Found, says she wheels and spare, 2 way 
mobile home on a fully stand tending site prlor tO' is  tired of playing roles lights, and awning. $1200 
serviced, clear title lot on submitting a tender for this. where she is the victim, phone 635-4610 (p$.18) 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- 
5447 (c12.22) 
For Sale: Moving must sell 2 
bedroom trai ler 12'x60' 
General, 10x25 Joey Shack 
Phone 635-$348 (c6.19) 
For Sale: 12x60 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedrogm mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court In town.. Will 
sell furnished or  un- 
furnished. Phone 635-9046 
even.. (plO-Jul) 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. May 31, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be~, 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
.The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(C5-18,19,22,23,24) 
INVITATION TO 
TENDER 
Sealed tenders, marked 
New Main Entrance Doors 
for Prince Rupert Court 
House will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. local time the 21st 
day of June 1918, and those 
avallableat that time will he 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poration, 4827 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
Phone: 638-1191 
Tebderlng documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 21st day of May 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, In  
FOR SALE: 12'x66' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
Oddltions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (df.f) 
12x54 Sefeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, frldge, 
stove, carpet, drapes In- 
cluded. Set.up and skirted In 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after 5 (ctf) 
I 
For Sale: 1969 GeneralJ 
Trailer on.We acres of laod.J 
Big Garden space, fruit I
trees, much more. Close to I 
town. Phone 635.3025 after[ 
4 (p10-20) ] 
marked 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
For Sale: 1970 12x60 Great sealed, clearly 
lake Trailer, furnished with.  envelopes. 
washer and dryer and jeey 
shack 638-8254 after 5 cepted, 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635-7697 
(ctflul0) 
For Sale: 12x68 Gimdaie 
Vista Villa 3 bedroom trailer 
with steel ,heal and  porch. 
For appt, to view phone 635- 
9403 after 5 (p10-17) 
1976 Skylark • Self contained 
trailer for sale. Like new 
condition. Phone 635.5944 
after 5 (c5.20) 
ALCOHOL CLEANS 
WINDOWS, 
Use half a cup  of 
rubbing alcohol in water 
to get an extrasparkle on  
~ndows--finish the job 
with kctchen tissue. 
i 
Custbm made KltchenJ 
Cabinets. Free Estimates.i 
Phone 635-2801, (c1-16) 
POSITIONS OPEN 
Salos Personal 
Applications'are now being accepted for the position of 
Sales Personal in a Furniture & Home Entertainment 
Store opening in Terrace, B.C. To arrange fer an in- 
tervlew call Mr. Alan Eratus of Gen Furniture Stores 
Limited at . 
636-4696 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of gefllng into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dea!ers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Indej~endence in your:opei'atlon 
2. Man'~ money savlng programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cfl.T) 
] i , 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF KEN. 
NETH MANSF IELD 
ROBISON, formerly of 
Terrace, British Colur~bla. 
Creditors and others 
havlng claims against the 
above Estate are required to 
send fullparticulars of such 
claims to Crampton and 
Brown, 4658 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace,. British Columble, 
on or before the first dey of 
August, 1978, after which 
date the assets of the Bald 
Estate wlll be dlstrlbuted, 
havlng regard only to the 
clalms that have been 
recelved. 
. Mabel Elleen Roblson, 
Executrix '
Crampton and Brown 
Solicitors for 
the Estate. 
(C4-12-15-16-.19) 
To Gloria Jean Young nee 
Russel also known as 
Morrison or Duval. 
Take notice that a hearing 
will take place at the 
provincial court family 
division at 10475 • 138th St., 
Surrey, B.C. on June 1st, 1978 
at 1:30p.m. concerning your 
children Llnda Ann Young. 
Born May 19th, 1963, Edward 
Henry Max Young Born Aug. 
8th, 1966, and Lisa Marie 
Young, Born January 30th, 
197,4. 
Further take notice that at 
the heat;leg the superin- 
tendent of child welfare will 
be applying for the per- 
manent commltal of the 
children to his care and 
custody. For further in- 
formation contact Margaret 
Sampson, ~oclal Worker 
Ministry of Human 
Resources at 20189 . 56th 
Ave., Langley,' B.C. Phone 
534.4167. (t,w,th) 
/ 
MILK REMOVES INK 
To remove ink from 
cloth or clothing, soak as 
soon as possible in sour 
milk or buttermilk. 
- -  t" 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for: 
$1.00. Our introductory 
special offers you .;o10 
beautiful jumbo-slze color! 
Offers considered on 5 year pictures from any one color 
Registered Quarter Gelding. negative for only t;1.00. Any 
English and Western additional pictures over 10 
trained, shown. Suitable from samenegatlve only.10c! 
temperment for. all ages. each. Send as many color 
Phone' $.2826 after 6. (c-5.16) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
catetqgue of marital alds for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VBB 3X9. 
(ctf) 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll - $2.99, 20 exp. roll . . . . . . .  
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. roll - $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto ;Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- 
nipeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (ju 15) 
MSITION OPEN 
Storo Manapr 
Applications are now being accepted for the position of 
Store Manager in a Furniture & Home Entertainment 
Store opening in Terrace, B.C. To arrange for an in- 
terview call Mr. Ala:n Bratus of Gen Furniture Stores 
Limited at 
635-46.96 
Wagon Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VaG 1L8 635.6571 or 63S-4325 
Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
z-xo~x)~ Test drive a Honda today. 
PROVINCE OF. BRITISH COLUMBIA . . . . . . .  
.................................... + ...... ;~.+ .. ,.;'~..,~, . ...... : . J~ ,'..~.~.~ +.'i..~.. 
. . . .  MINISTRYOF HIGHWAYS.&,I~BL|~WORKS . . . . .  
DEASE LAKE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT RNO. 5 
.. Pursuant to Section 27 of the Highway Act and reg,,,lations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Act, notice is hereby given th4~t load restrictions are 
rescinded on the following roads In the Dease Lake Highwaly District. ' 
Eifective 1:00 a.m., Tuesday, May 23, 1978:. 
Restriction rescinded on Telegraph Creek Road, from Dease Lake to Telegraph 
Creek. 
Dated at: G. Kazakoff 
Dease Lake, B.C. District Highway Manager 
May 17, 1978. Dease Lake, B.C. 
For: 
Minister of Highways 
car Tips By Totem Ford 
I 
Your Car's Cooling System 
Deserves Springtime 
Checkup 
A ."do.it-yourself" check of dents or damage that might However, a noticeable drop in 
.yourear'senginecoolingsystem require repair. Also, make car- cooling efficiency is a common 
and air conditioner can help lain the radiator pressure cap sign that professional service 
you avoid a costly breakdown looks firmly in place. If the may be needed. 
or a spoiled vacation trip in the spring on the pressure cap seems Mr. Johnson also has some 
hot s,mmer months ahead, loose or weak, the cap may have 0perating tips for summer vaca- 
accordin8 to Ford of  Canada to be replaced. It's best to tie.ors: "Overloading you ~r  
national service manager, T, remove the radiator cap with or pulling a heavy trailer during 
Larry Johnson. the engine "cold." (Use extreme hot weather months can cause 
The Ford service manager caution whenever attempting an engine or transmission to 
recommends the following cool- to remove a pressure cap while overheat," he says. "To reduce 
ins system check: the engine is still hot,) Cooling the chance of overheating when 
Hoses - -  Squeeze radiator is improved by cleaning bugs caught in slow or stop-and-go 
and heater hoses for soft or" and butterflies from the radiator trat~c, put automatic transmis- 
brittle spots that indicate a need grille, sion in NEUTRAL position 
'for replacement. White or rust- Coolant - -  The anti-freeze and avoid prolonged idling with 
the automatic transmission in 
colouredstainsnesrhosedamps and water solution in your the DRIVEposition. 
or elsewhere on the hose usually radiator should reach to within "Things may get a bit hot, 
point to a loose connection or two or three inches of the radi. ~,dt turninl~ on your car's heate/" 
leak. ator's filler neck or to the cold- ' with the blower at full speed 
IBeI.B;---Inspectfanandother ill! mark on the side of the 
drive belts for wear and tension, radiator. If coolant is dirty or may help as a last resort o bring 
down the temperature of an 
Belts that are worn, frayed loose rusty, the system should be Overheated engine long enou8h' 
or damaged should be replaced, • flushed and refilled with fresh to reach a phone or service 
Belts should 8ire lets than one- solution. If the system requires 
half inch trader pressure from frecluent amounts of additional garage, The heater serves as a 
'mini-radiator' to siphdn heat 
your thumb, If you're in doubt, anti-freeze, a more thorough away from the engine block. If 
ask your dealership's ervice check by a service technician sour car's temperature 8ause 
department to check the belt is advisable, continues to olimb or the warn- 
with a tension gauge. Air conditioning probletns ins light remains on, howevel', 
Radiator - -  Examine the sur- are more difficult to pinpoint, you should pull over to the side 
face of your car's radiator for the Ford service expert notes, of the road a.ld wait for}lelp," 
• T.rra=, Tdm Foa 
Sales Ltd, ' 
, 4631 Koilh 
,636-4984 DOO727A 
t 
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better adjusted. . 
This teacher suggested I take my daughter to a 
psychiatrist. I don't believe too ~nuch in psychiatry. I saw 
one after my husband left me, and all I got out of it was the 
advice that I should "adjust" to the situation and make the' 
best of it. 
I don't want an emotionally disturbed child on my hands, 
but I can't afford to pay a psychiatrist just because a
teacher says she thinks my child needs one. What should I
do? 
TROUBLES IN BALTIMORE 
OronwOrd By 
ACROSS. 37 Secret S Indian N Stink 
I Scrape meeting 3 Vitamin- fence 
4Marsh bird 40 Suture ' deficiency 21 Cain's 
8 r.'*.landic 41 Derisive cry disease bro r ther 
narrative 42 Fah'ptele 4 Send 22 "The 
13 Devoured prince money Three 
13 ~l~b, in 46 Shelter 5 Continent - 0~ ~ve"  , l i e  ~VIZARD O~' ID  by  Brant  parker  and  Johnny  har t  
• spain (~r.) ,F.~imo . .af ire.  " - -  WEI~L, HUR~YUP...THE 1/E ' , . , , l t l ~ ~  14 Time 47 Hearth ? Headed minerals 
tale of woe suffix 9 Culture dL,'ect hit 
By Abigai l  Van Bure ,  ,,H~male, ~0 Ending for medium "~"  .~IL'0~[~. ~ ,-r-~, 
f~lgt81~/0.Jllc~loTtd~une.N.V. N w$Synd.lnc. prank L~orrss i0btlerobo forth i I--~?'.-E~. L 
• ~ ~ 1  t ~  ,. ~ I - - - -~  T ~ ~ ' : , ' t~  18 Com,ly 51 Drunkard 11 Quer ies ,  8tars [ , , t  . . . . . . . . . .  : :" ::::[ ~' ~ ~ ~ ~ O  
19 RaiSes crops DOWN 16 Stage ~ Huge , . /:.- ~ . i'i:::i~ . 
u - .~  Am~x: ~OW ~ve nears everything! ~y  moce,.22Frot h inindla 19Craz~ .ottman' . ! " :~¢ " .' I ,  ::i:: . : :~:i:: : " 
who happens to be a very good student, claims that she 24 Partner Avg' solution time. ~ rain 341 Agena la its '. ' ' ~" ' ::: : :~::: ii i;ii : ~!: ;i~ii" ':~: :: I!:!, ~- '~  ~I  
was anspendod from Oral Roberts University in Ttdse, of .d . . . .  capital  ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  
Okia, because she is overwei ht Can 0u believe that? ~c rmo. IR~ISIHIAILIEIPH I I 36,, a nrettv • , g • Y . . . . . .  - -  r - - -  • . I I ~ T I O ~ I R I U ~ I  I She stud that she and three others were kicked out of the canned ,^,,,,=,,~=,=,~m=,M,D , kettle d 
university because they failed to lose at least' one pound a in 011 • " ~' ,, '--~ " fish!" 
week, in accordance with a pledge they signed•when they 29 Possessive ~ S7 ~ one 
entered the university. ' pronoun Ik/l l I~ I~ I l_~k~IN[P:l[~l { l~I lg l~ 
I can'~ for the life of me understand what a person's 30 Evilhabits : l~ is -qL~Ni~i~ ~G~t  
weight has to do with his scholastic record, and I find it 31 Australian ]~IEICIT~OtRISISIEIEL~ 39 Time long 
hard to believe that a school with the fine reputation bird i imRDlR l~ past 
enjoyed by Oral Roberts University would ever make such 32 Surveying I D L V 40 Identical 
a rule. inqtr.anents ~'IBAILI  I IEINIAITIEIDI ~ Greek letter 
Mvnieoehasalwavsbeenafairlvooodstudent butit 's ~4 Add pounds JRII<II<IIrl-IEiCA~V1EI ~Coalsouttla • , ~ .,o , ' K ED N ' possible that she flunked out and just made up ~at stery ~ Takes ad- IEISISIEtEI [ ]  I I~ ] ~ ~ecent. 
to save face " vantage of . a 
Will you please look mto this and let me know if this kid ~i Injures .4mswer to yesterday s lmmUe. 45 Gum 
is putting me on or if such a rule really exist? i ]z j~ W////A~ s I~ ~ ~s ~ '° I" 
• STEAMED IN  OKLAHOMA , ' CATF ISH , bj/RogerBol/erl&Garyl~term~ 
student at O,R.U. pledges thet'he (ur she ) will mul£e very DEARS'~LMED: |t'etrne" |teeemsthety°ur'ece ' ~f/'/'~ : ~ , | !! i _ ~  / ~ =-~ " f~*  '"  / ! l . [ ] ~  / ! "  " [*/" ' '  i'h 1 ""~{"~herself°ut ef the mdvereltY" But r reid that ry ' s  I P ' .  . . /////A~'7 :] S-Z=1 * .;(~:.. " _~ I ! l~ l  I/!!' I':~ ,,IT'!II' ' t ' 
DEAR ABBY: The teacher called me for a enn~erenca ae , ./////.,o ~///~"" I I 
because of an essay my daughter had written aspart  of a ~ . 
like thls:class assignment. It was tiffed "My Father," audit  went ~ ~s  1 3 2 3 7  5S 39  1351 li ~ ,o "1 34, ~ ~ ~ 1  ~ . ~  "--- __ ! ( / /~  ~.__ . . . . .~ .~~ !]! [ f/[ }1,11[ ~ i ~~.~ i '  i - 
I I ~ I ~/~ 
"My father is the worst father in the whole world. I am 
ashamed of him. He left us when we were small and re,y, 
mother had to work to feed us. I hate him like poison. 
Abby, my daughter was 4 years old when her father left 
. s ,  butsheeeemstohavehuiltnpaterriblehotredforhim."" [ ~42 , ,  i . , .  i 
~ / / / / / / / / / . / / / / / / ~ 7 / , ~  / 
lafoct, she hat s most men. Myotberchildranseemm.ch ,6 M4 '  ~ t a  - L A K E L S E  PHARMACY .sam 
, ,  i, ~ '~ ~ " 4111 Lakelse 
I FL  Y REPELLANT,  BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES 
1 and prompt prescription services ......................... ~ .................... ~. 
DEAR TROUBLES: Ask your family doctor (or the 
school oounnolor) for recommendations, after explaining 
t~  Imd~grou~l. Far better to investigate psychiatric help 
for your daughter and be told she doesn't need it, than fell 
to oeek~t when she does. ' . " 
DEAR ABBY: I love my wife, Paula, and she loves me. 
No problems whatsoever. However, after 32 years of 
married life, I still believe Pangs hen an attractive figure. 
~e  may be a little flabby in spots, and fiat in others, but 
I'm no Tarzan-built fellow reitlier anymore. : 
Over the years I have bought Panla 'several beautiful 
nightgowns to wear in our privacy, but she has never worn 
any of them. Some have been in their original boxes for 20 
yearsl 
I don't hink there's anything wrong with me, A bby, but 
I would like to see my little darling in • %urn on nightie 
once in a while. Especially now, for it might pick up my 
interest a little when I need it most. 
I wonder if other husbands have this problem? If so, 
perhaps ifyou were to ndvise me in your column, you could 
help us all. 
• PAULA'S MAN 
DEAR MAN: I can't speak for husbands, but many 
wives have a "save.it-for-lator" enmplex. Simply tell your 
little darling that it is later than she tJdnksl 
DEAR ABBY: Our 28-year-old aughter has been 
sail-supporting since she graduated from college, and we 
have .always been very proud of her. (She's in fashion.) 
Yesterday she came over for dinner and her father and I 
nearly fainted when we saw her. She looked as though she 
had given herself a cheap home pei'm and didn't bother to 
set itl 
It looked terrible and We told her so. She said we would 
get used to it because it is the latest thing. 
Abby, her beautiful blond head wus just a frizzy mop, 
with no shape or style. I can't for the life of me understand 
why any fashion-conscious young woman would want to go 
around looking that way. 
I am 47-not exactly a rel ic-and I appreciate up.to.date 
fashions and hairstyles, but I can't understand this new 
hideous hairstyle, can you? 
.. HORRIFIED IN HOUSTON 
DEAR HORRIFIED: No. But cheer up. Tlds too shall 
pa88•  
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of 
l~pularity, set Ahby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular; 
You re Never Too Young or Too Old. Send $1 with • long, 
self4ddressed, stamped 17.4 "cents) envelope to Abby, 132 
Lsoky Drive, Beverly HHIs, Calif. 9021 ~-, 
,CRYFr0~uIP 
BLET  UVWLYL IMW IMFRLRMYTE 
MAMLF UHTUMHT .YV BVV RTWTAM-  
Y ~v V E the AMAZING SP IDER-M AN, By Stan Lee and John Romita 
Yesterday's Cryptoq'uip--PU~GENT PIPE TOBACCO BE- r.E = ~  ~E ~o~ F'~'~r ~oEs ~,~ , -  r = ~AY V ~r  .o r .v  ~d I~z~. , .~,  ~, s ru~ I ~ .  _~P~R-MAN!  I HOW I [ g lATT~R.  ~ YOU'RE  ~ ]~ LO.~IN~ [ $.O l~ER • ~;~TJ IWIEdt.IANI~AI. PIGEON' 
,11~eCryptoquipis a simple suhettiutien cipber in which each ~ \~ I///-"r~ IW~/~(/'~///~7";}'~'~*Ii~</~e~cr~'XA~'T/'Y 
,etterunedstandsforano,.lly0utidnllthatXequalsO._it ~ ~  ~ ~  ~ ~ i ~  
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letter~, ~hort word~, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locati~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by.trial and error. I . 
Franc. Drake ~ ~ ............................... 
ixnnm ',n.,STB | 
• i AIN6 F0. v , , .  sm, .  | To find out what in a personal-matter. " .. 
--Itt|VS tEISUES NOW!" ' the stars say. read the for .e~et SAGITrAR~S m..  given for your birth Sign, (Nov, 23 to.Dec. 2.L). '~ ~q~" | 
Being in me right place a~ me . . . . .  , ~ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ARIES ~r -~ right time cotdd be the key to .a 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) s4~b new opportunity .or an .ac~ 
Stimulating aspects now venturesome experience on ~ , 
foster inventiveness. An ex- highly stimulating day. Keep 
celleat period inwhich to try out senses Mort. 
new devices and methods, to CAPRICORIV q*¢t '~  
capitalize on unique ideas. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 29) 
TAURUS ~. . .~  YOU may hear some very 
~Anr 21 to May 21) ~ . careless talk. Be analytical nd 
" S~'liar influe'ncea somewhat l's.~..throug~, all...t~;.wor~ge 
restrictive. Avoid a tendency to ' unto you ring me ~u ox ~c~. 
vacillate, to uive un on plans or Then, and only then, take any 
projects l)efo're the'y have been no~,~.,ed a..,c~un, . .,~ 
given a fair trial, aqu~nsuo . . . .  ~ 
• "EMIN! . ~ (Jan. 21 to FeD. its) 7~ 
u~,  ~) ,~ • . . . .  2~ l l~ ; f~ Your impressions about a 
~usa3 ~ ,.~ -~.. -t - -  *,re.fain ~mialnhanl~ win be Some complex situation "~..---'.'_ - , . . . . .  , VaUO, DUt O0n l  ~)l'eao. indicated, but don t be anxtous. 
B.C. 
Your innate competence and word. Some Monmtlonis best DOONE~[~JRY  
proficiency in handling the kept secret. 
unforeseen should see you PISCES XL~.  
through. (Feb. 20 to Mar, ~)  
• Some misleading influences. 
CANCER ~ Take no promim$ for granted, 
(June 22 to July 23) . Get eve~.~g in wrlti,g ml, 
Try not to make drastic abeveall, beeautiousindealhng 
changes In year schedule. 'It 
could cause delays, disturb .with strangers. 
associates. Keep everything en YOU BORN TODAY are a 
/4~ E//.fE-.gt#IN~ , / ' /~/ .  VEEr 
L 
7FE. NE~ 5t~1 ~ DIS; 
by G.~rry Trudeau 
ttl, TYI~ I5 t~f.lOfl~ . . - -  I'lZ Sf~ ' 7~.I.HII~I I~  w" 
,4~! R~. .  /51~/~/IN I Jil A~C ~OMT~ I5 C~J/.D Y~J /gE/l~ THAT /4E UB~,  Or.AY?. I , 
-- ~, ~. ' ,~ ;~. /  r~/  ~,~. .~ e~.~,  
t 
an even keel LEO ' ~ A A highly volatile .individual, 
,,..,. oA , . . . .  o~ ~4~ bursting with enersy and 
,~.--., ' , '~0,' '~. .. . alwaysenthege. Allthl#leads 
P. nay tar aggrenmve acuon: tn ' n ~ntin,nl vvs~.l~tvm~ta 
A~ for your go~ in a swift, ~..~,~%h~--'~%,..'--~ 1"--"~'~ 
sure manner. Details may not ;=~,'.~',;~-'~,~n"~,o--;,-m'--~ 
be crucially impo r~nt but. scatter your energies, yeu 
still part of the pattern. • negate your Idgh potmtinls for 
VIRGO I1~,  s,oee~. You are estrmely ~-~., . . . . . .  `..........~....................................`....~.~...~.....~.........~...................~............~......~...~.......:.:v:v:v.v.v.v.;~.~. 
(AUg.Distractions24 to ~t .  23)and ~'in.~ versatileflcult for a time t0 find y0ur | z~ a  m y findit dif. II J r ro~C~| l~~-  _~ _ _ _ .~ _ :~::~:cv~...~:~:~:~.~v~.v~v~..c~................; ..................................................... •  ... .. v ......... ':'!ii'~': 
o . ,  li Bus!ness routine, nut m~e e Once you Dave louno It, I r ,  • --  
~o~v , y y l  ~nvl ronment  . 
andapMiosophlcMattituds. Do mulexarci~yourothertalent~' Not lasted in our 
your own thinking -- as you avocaliosallv. In this way, you Good Environment Seen 
usua"y do..  willnet °nly'reae* care~ g°~ AS Good F°r Business i i l ~  ~ B , ,  . /i 
LIERA .1~.~'°~ q~l.clfl.v,.bnt~.nlfl~.haPPh~,. No buiceausefordisagree" I1¢ Te l  Directory .  
Ifanyofyourpianshaveboen Fields in whic~ you could spomibility should exist be- 
blockedlately, THIS ia the time your greatest satisfactions: tween the corporation and 
to try again. Study new trends writing, scte~ce,, the law, the society since "the public's !i~i ~ • WATER LILY BAY IRESORT as you will soon play an active graphic arts or the stage" the environment is business's en- 
role in an unexpected situation, lattei" an especially fine vlronment: the ueonle who 798.2267 
SCORPIO ' __ ~ .  me,tan for your talents and make upcorporatio,shaveto :!i!i W e ' r e , , , , , c ,  v. . . . , . . . ,  c , , , , ,  ,,,,,.i~il 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ut,~f~ff ebullient per~onolity. BirU~_ te breathe the same air, drink 
sometrlckycirenmstanoesto of:Carolus'Un"aeus,,~wed.Uh, the same water, andgazeat i i  Listed::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ' handle: Don't leave anything to botanist; Douglas ~-a¢lxmlU, the same scenery, as the 5 
chance. Look for some enex- Sr., movie star. . people they work ~ ~mong: 
" ' . . . . . . . . . . .  dirate Ins And a deteriorating pnysiea~ tc~l~'l~ K,ng features ~yn . , . . , / ' . ' env,ronment will sooner or 
..._.._ ..~ . . . . .  :..~..~ .~.~;~. . ...... "-~.....-~ ---1 later result in a deterto- iiii ~ M ~ I Free. for ONE month courtesy of TH~ ~: , '~° ,~.c5v , " -%~. , '7~ " - " -~ '1  rating business atmosphere," 
I~-=--. ~oo".,'~ ~_."O.%~, '~, '~"  ' - ' . .~ /~.~ --Jerr9 MeAfee, chairman, !i:i I I ~ , t fV  ~, DALLY HERALD 
~'~" __ ~,~'~ ~' ,  *, O...(:"~"~t~' ..; .~ ~ . ~  _1  Gulf Oi l  Corporat ion .  f~ " 
. f "~x  - - "  ~"  ~ / ~ . f , ,~ ,~__  - - ~ ,~,1  lil If you wish your Business ,hone . . , . . , - -~g O Q g 7  
1";" ~ . . . . . .  All uutho,iW belong, o the ~i ,isled for your .customers please call VVq I~m~VV. . .~ . ,  Many of the artificial flies used by fishermen remmbls May ._.,. ,, -r~ . . . .  ,~  ... . .  
flies which fish eat greedily. .: ~ i . , ix~,i~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . * . 
- ~t975 Unlvm ~1 Pre~t Sy~d;¢ale 
, 'Well ,  r at leas we now' know wEy you were 
a cook in the nawl" 
I 
L 
i 
i, 
l 
I I 
I 
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 /enereal disease goesunreported 
• .OTTAWA (CP) - About 20 
sexually.transmitted 
diseases not subject to 
reporting are beginning to 
rival gonorrhea and 
syphlllls, the traditlonal 
venereal diseases, says Dr. 
Gordon Jessamine o f  the 
federal laboratory centre for 
disease control. 
,."And thls opens up a whole 
new bag nf worms," he sald 
In a recent interview, 
because the diseases are not 
readily identifiable. 
..Abont 50 percent of 
traditional venereal diseases 
already go unreported and 
health offidsls estimate that 
half of them are not syphilgs 
or gonorrhea but are instead 
classified as non-gonococcal- 
urethritis (HGU). 
• .There are no stoUsiics and 
medical experts are still 
g~essl.g at the number of 
cases, says Dr, I. HyrJe, 
director of the health 
department's bureau of 
clinical chemistry. 
• Ale says they are not new 
diseases; rather, the in- 
cidenceB have Increased, 
Judging 5y iocal estimBtos. 
.."Most of thqn can be 
treated," hesald. "But they 
may be manifested by all 
kinds ef symptoms and have 
not been tradJilnally con- 
sidered venereal diseases 
aitbough they now are 
considered very important 
sexua l ly  t ransmi t ted  
diseases." 
..One disease, clamydia, 
can cause eye lnflamation in 
adults and newborn babies, 
pneumonia in newborn 
babies and L'dlamatlon of the 
rectum, anus, urethra, 
cervix and fallopian tubes, 
. .A diagnostic centre Is 
being organized In, Hamilton 
sothat doctors caring for the 
newborn with eye infections 
of pneumonia can determine 
whether the symptoms 
result from ciamydia 
transmitted from the mother 
• during b|rth. 
- E~,~. -~"  ~.~, 'E  ~ ? ~-  .~---,'~--~---= I 
The 75 recognized American Indian languages belong to 
six main families. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
# 
; HARDWARE STORES 
I 
60RDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T,V, GUIDE 
" /ill Iistiogs subject to chanp without notice, 
I n l l l  n HI l i l l  I l i l l l l l l l l lU  i I l n l i l  i g i i l l l  l l l l l i l l  i l i i i  i g i  in  I i i  n i i  l i i  |E l  l g I I  
Tuesday,  May 28  s p.m.- midnigSt 
I II 
30 Ton Truck- Hydraulic Cranes-20 Ton R.T. SKEENA VALLEY I 
S KEENA BOB NI ESH - 624-6293 Prince Ru~rt0RANE RENTALS LTD. I~P" ::0015 ,GameThe "~N wlywed(Nec)KING' con'tNHL~]~J) PlayoffsCFTK(cer') lilt' Emergencymi~l~ (CTv)BCTV 
Most Anything. Most Anytime For - • :30 News oon't | The Gong SERVICES . . , .nTn,  CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS V :45 News can't I Show ' 
Hours: Man.. Sat. 8-6 ~ :00 News can't I News 
TERRACE 638 1555 ._ : , ,  ". con't |Hour • • :30 News oon't n News , . j~ i l l~¢  i~A t i~  4946 Greig Avenue V :45 News co'n't i Hour 
UI~U' /~ I f l  I Phone635.7417 , .  "00 Seattle can't I Stars on Ice 
• ~ 115 "l:onight can't i Stars on Ice TOOVIRY II . :30 Name that ' can't I Search e 
• I :45 Tune con't | and Rescue " I Newsmakers 
' ~]~. ]~[~l~r~~.  " I ~1~ :00 Many Loves ' Hourglass IArthur Amg. laura Upon 
V :15 of Arthur Hourglass I Animals I a Classic ~ mm "~ mm ~V. IL  'li, J .11~ 
I 't • ~ :30 Con Mary Tyler i Arthur Amg. I A Connecticut • V :45 Con't Moore | Animals I Yankee ¢ANAVENTURE 
MERCURY (hoofs)  YAMAHA I I A :o0 (::try. Night The Muppets i Funny i Burglary 
(outboard DOLMAR I ~ I I . !  :15 of Stars " The Muppets n Farm I Burglary 
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